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Florida Elections Commission 
107 West Gaines Street, Suite 224 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 
 
To whom it may concern, 

 Thank you for dismissing the defamatory and false complaint (FEC 22-117) filed by Margaret 
“Peggy” Schiller in retaliation for notice in April 2022 that we would be pursuing the same complaint 
against her for repeatedly and maliciously making false statements of fact regarding my voter 
registration history, residential history, employment history, and more.  

Complaints filed under Chapter 104.271 must meet the following criteria: 

1. Willfully makes charges known to be false or malicious 
2. Make a statement about an opponent that is false with actual malice 

Both the falsity and the intent matter in this chapter. The statements Schiller claimed in her now-
dismissed and false complaint (FEC 22-117) were false and were made with malicious intent boil down 
to: 

A. Schiller is working with operatives of Governor DeSantis, including Christina Pushaw, who is a 
registered foreign agent. 

B. Schiller and “several others” are working with Nazis. 
C. That my campaign has stated that I am the Democratic Nominee. 

As evidenced in the attached documentation, statements A and B are both factually accurate and thus 
do not qualify as violations under this chapter. The third statement is false and contradicted by the 
evidence provided by Schiller herself, in which statements made clearly identify her as a candidate I am 
having to face in the primary election. The one piece of evidence Schiller has provided that supposedly 
claims I am not in a primary is a photoshopped/fabricated image. 

The second element of this notice is our filing of our complaint with your office, which overlaps with 
evidence provided to disprove Schiller’s complaint.  

 Pursuant to Florida Statutes 106.25, we are filing a complaint against Margaret “Peggy” Schiller with the 
Florida Elections Commission for repeated violations of FS 104.271 (False or malicious charges against, 
or false statements about, opposing candidates), which constitutes a felony of the third degree, a civil 
penalty of up to $5,000 and, after conviction, disqualification from ever holding office. 

We’ve amended our original complaint sent to your office in June 2022 to include additional violation of 
not only 106.25, but of multiple state and federal elections laws that constitute ethical and criminal 
offenses, including making false statements about voting districts and boundaries, false statements 
about the status of qualified candidates for office, false statements regarding elections, voter fraud, 
election fraud, and additional information currently under review by the Department of Justice and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation.  
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We are also filing a complaint with the United States’ State Department against Margaret Schiller and 
Christina Pushaw for coordinating efforts with registered/unregistered foreign agents for the purpose of 
influencing American elections. 

According to the State Department: “Foreign election interference includes certain conduct by a foreign 
person that violates federal criminal, voting rights, or campaign finance law, or that is performed by any 
person acting as an agent of or on behalf of, or in coordination with, a foreign government or criminal 
enterprise. This conduct includes covert, fraudulent, deceptive, or unlawful acts or attempted acts, or 
knowing use of information acquired by theft, undertaken with the specific intent to influence voters, 
undermine public confidence in election processes or institutions, or influence, undermine confidence 
in, or alter the result or reported result of a general or primary federal, states, or local election or 
caucus. Such conduct could include vote tampering and database intrusions; certain influence, 
disinformation, and bot farm campaigns; or malicious cyber activities.” 

Despite repeated attempts to politely correct misinformation repeatedly posted and shared via in-
person contact and social media by Margaret Schiller, the totality of information provided proves intent 
with actual malice to defame and falsely state details about my political registration history, residential 
history, educational and work experience, status as a legally-protected whistleblower, multiple 
malicious and sexual rumors including the misrepresentation of a sexual assault I experienced by a 
classmate in college, and continued attacks for which there is no factual premise on myself, my 
campaign and my associates. 

In addition to the materials provided in this primary documentation, we have attached and submitted 
the investigative reports tying Margaret Schiller to the online disinformation campaign run by DeSantis’ 
staff and associates, in addition to documentation showing their open defense of Nazis. Given the 
intense media coverage of my whistleblower activities, independent tracking of COVID-19, and 
campaign for Congress, no reasonable person could claim ignorance as to the nature of these accounts 
and individuals.  

It’s also worth noting that while Schiller wrongly believes she is my opponent or is the subject of any 
messages not directly naming her, references to my opponent are almost exclusively about GOP-
incumbent Matt Gaetz. I rarely acknowledge Schiller’s existence because I have never and still do not 
see her as an actual opponent, rather someone interfering with a legitimate campaign that I have to 
deal with through August 23. She’s a placeholder sham candidate who works openly with DeSantis’ core 
staff and a league of disinformation bots to smear and defame me and undermine my campaign against 
Gaetz. The only real opponent I have is Matt Gaetz, until such time as he is arrested, jailed or otherwise 
unable or unwilling to run, at which point I will be still looking toward the general election. Malicious 
intent is not possible when I don’t see this individual as a problem and don’t care to bother with. 

Additionally, Schiller’s complaint violates the following provisions: Any person who files a complaint 
while knowing that the allegations are false or without merit commits a misdemeanor of the first 
degree, punishable as provided in Sections 775.082 and 775.083, Florida Statutes. 

Response to Claim A: Schiller is working with operatives of Governor DeSantis, including Christina 
Pushaw, who is a registered foreign agent. 
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Regarding coordination with Christina Pushaw, Jeremy Redfern, Susan Portnoy, Remi Barrette, Peter 
Wood, and associate/affiliate stalker and harassment accounts 

In March-April 2021, the Montgomery County, Maryland courts issued a protective order on my 
behalf to a woman named Christina Pushaw. Pushaw’s job had been and continues to be promoting 
propaganda for politicians in autocratic regimes, first in Europe (for which DOJ found she failed to 
register as a foreign agent) then in Florida. She led a three-month-long harassment and stalking 
campaign on Twitter, doxing myself and my family, obsessively encouraging other to make false reports 
against me (as Schiller has done with her retaliatory complaint), and threatened me repeatedly. The 
protective order was granted in Maryland and twice extended by the court (see attachments). During an 
April 2021 hearing, Pushaw testified under oath that she coordinated her activities with a set of online 
accounts dedicated to harassing and stalking me online.  

In addition, we are submitting documentation filed with the Montgomery County courts in which a 
peace order was approved and twice extended against Christina Pushaw for harassment and stalking of 
myself and my family in early 2021. Pushaw was later criminally charged with violating that peace order, 
and the documentation attached provided evidence of ownership of and coordinating with the many 
accounts used to promote and boost Margaret Schiller on Twitter today. Additionally, three separate 
investigations into the disinformation network Margaret Schiller has been using for months proved the 
connections between DeSantis’ administration, including Pushaw and Jeremy Redfern, another DeSantis 
spokesperson, to influence an election with disinformation. Schiller has directly benefited from these 
activities and regularly engages with these accounts online. One of my long-term stalkers who 
attempted and failed to have cancelled a major keynote address I delivered in April 2021 to the largest 
academic organization in my field, Peter Wood, is now officially a “campaign advisor” listed on her 
website.  

The specific accounts Pushaw acknowledged working with during her harassment campaign were: 

Twitter accounts: 

@CPNPushaw (deleted) 
@ChristinaPushaw 
@MaxNardou 
@Truthbirb 
@GeoJones 
@GeoGrifter 
@GrifterGeo (suspended by Twitter) 
@NatGS325 
@Pitinkie 
@Insubordinates8 (suspended by Twitter) 
@GrifterJones (suspended by Twitter) 
@Bergerbell 
@EODTEC89 
@candorko 
@Truthse42018315 
 
See screenshot of court document identifying accounts Christina Pushaw testified under oath she 
manages, uses, pays, or otherwise coordinates with below: 
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Schiller regularly interacts with many of the accounts listed above, responding to their 
comments, using their material, and “liking” their defamatory postings. These and the newer 
harassment accounts – even ones which falsely impersonate my campaign like “GeoRebekahFl1” – 
represent the majority of the accounts following and interacting with Schiller’s twitter.  They are the 
primary accounts harassing other voters and even supporters of mine when they post about my 
campaign, including dozens of harassing tweets to Mark Ruffalo on a post where he endorsed me (see 
below).  

Their well-documented harassment campaign and Pushaw’s own admission of working with 
them is evidence enough that Schiller is receiving DeSantis’ support through his staff to run her 
Democratic Primary campaign against me, using the same false statements DeSantis’ used in May 2020, 
which have been long debunked.  “Truthbirb,” one of Pushaw’s alias accounts, harassed Mark Ruffalo’s 
June 24, 2022 post no fewer than 18 times, with the other primary accounts, “Pitinkie,” “LevitasRandy,” 
and “GeoJones” posted a dozen times each. As if it this evidence was not enough, Schiller submitted in 
her own retaliatory complaint a tweet by one of these very accounts  - Dan Goldwater. We received the 
following screenshots from one of our supporters from Tampa, Florida. Some of the troll accounts, 
including @MaxNordau, already blocked his @ElectScience account so those posts appear as “This user 
limits who can their posts…” 
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A key member of Margaret Schiller’s campaign, a woman who resides in Pensacola named 
Dianne Krummel, was revealed through public disclosure of private messages to have been coordinating 
with several members of Gov. Ron DeSantis’ staff, including Christina Pushaw and Jeremy Redfern. The 
exchange shown in the appendices of this complaint show frequent and repeated conversations 
between Dianne Krummel and Pushaw, published, shared and endorsed by Pushaw and Redfern on 
Twitter.  

The subject matter most telling is the publication of private messages between Krummel and 
DeSantis’ staff on December 31, 2021 and January 1, 2022. Krummel received a cease and desist notice 
on December 31, 2021 for repeating many of the same false statements described above, and repeated 
by Schiller. Krummel took a picture of the physical copy of the letter she received – which attorney 
Daniel Uhlfelder confirmed the authenticity of and the recipient, and sent copies to Pushaw and Redfern 
the day she received the letter. The group joked about threatening/yelling at Uhlfelder for sending the 
letters – messages published on Twitter by Pushaw and Redfern. This provides ample evidence that 
Schiller’s core and only team members have for some time been in contact with key members of 
DeSantis’ staff, in addition to information further stated in this document regarding Schiller’s interaction 
with multiple accounts Pushaw admitted under oath she coordinated with during a months-long smear 
campaign that ended up with criminal charges filed against Pushaw in Maryland.  

Messages published by Christina Pushaw and Jeremy Redfern, with their official, government 
accounts and under proxy accounts (principally ‘MaxNordau’), show extensive private communication 
with Dianne Krummel, a member of Schiller’s primary campaign team, who received the photographed 
cease and desist letter on the date she shared it with both.  
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Civil peace order history (case #0602SP003672021) and criminal charge (case #6D00409037) against 
Christina Pushaw for harassment and stalking, and for violating the court order.  
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Response to Claim B: The Schiller and “several others” are working with Nazis. 

Christina Pushaw, shown below, in the nation of Georgia where she worked with Nazi’s to 
counter the rise in Black Lives Matter protestors while she worked as a foreign agent, something she is 
under current investigation for failing to register as by the Department of Justice (picture below or on 
next page). Pushaw’s support of Nazis – in Europe and here in Florida – has been well documented. 
Additionally, we’ve attached several investigative reports tying Pushaw and her associates to Nazis. 
Associating or coordinating with Pushaw = associating/coordinating with Nazi, Nazi-sympathizers and/or 
Nazi apologists.  

 

 

Response to Claim C: Claims regarding status as “presumptive nominee.” 

Additionally, we have always maintained my status as the “presumptive Democratic nominee,” a 
phrase suggested to us by party leadership. Schiller’s photoshopped images, which she notarized her 
submission of them as authentic, constitute forgery and bribery. We cannot be held responsible for how 
persons in the media, party or even the public refer to our campaign. Our materials have always and 
continue to state, “presumptive nominee.”  

While I had no primary opponent – before Schiller filed in January 2022, I may have stated 
“democratic nominee,” as I had no primary opponent, but any references made during that time period 
or images of that phrasing during that time would be inappropriate to complain about now as Schiller 
did not prefile with the state of Florida until January 2022. After speaking with members of the 
Democratic Party, including Marcus Dixon, Charlie Crist, and others, we were encouraged to continue as 
if there was no primary opponent, since Margaret Schiller was openly coordinating with Republican 
operatives and foreign agents, and has never lived in what now is Florida’s 1st Congressional District.  
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Website: 

 

Facebook bio: 

 

 

Linkedin: 
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Margaret Schiller’s well-documented violations of Chapter 106.25 

In a single thread posted on June 21, 2022, Schiller’s official campaign Twitter account, for which she is 
legally liable, made no fewer than seven (7) false statements of fact.
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First, she falsely claimed I have “an extensive criminal history.” In fact, I have never been 
convicted of, plead guilty or even no contest to any crime in any state whatsoever. I am under no 
current criminal investigations and have no outstanding warrants. As the State Attorney of Florida in 
Leon County made an offer to ultimately dismiss pending charges against me in June 2022, before this 
series of false statements was made, these constitute false statements of fact designed to paint 
someone with no criminal record or convictions as a criminal. 

Second, Schiller falsely stated that “Jones is not a whistleblower.” Under Florida Statutes 
112.3187, I have been a legally-protected whistleblower, a status granted by the State of Florida itself, 
since May 2021 – a status I still maintain as my whistleblower complaint is under review with the Florida 
Commission on Human Relations. 

Third, Schiller again repeats a lie about “having an affair with a former student,” providing no 
evidence or proof that any such events occurred. She has invented this fantasy for the sole purpose of 
causing harm to my reputation despite its overt falsities. If she intends to reference how I was sexually 
assaulted by a classmate in college, then she is grossly and intentionally lying. This was a tactic 
employed by DeSantis’ administration as early as May 20, 2020. 

Fourth, Schiller falsely stated I “hired consultants responsible for environmental racism,” again 
providing no evidence because she made it up. Schiller has no expertise to state what environmental 
racism is, and seems completely oblivious to the fact that an individual cannot be “responsible for 
environmental racism.” I, however, hold advanced degrees in the relevant field here and she is not only 
either confused or has no regard for using this term correctly, but has made an outrageous and false  
claim of racism against private individuals because of their association with my campaign, targeting 
them publicly despite their status as non-public citizens.  

Fifth, Schiller falsely states I have “promoted” endorsements I do not have, which has never 
occurred. She again provides no evidence of these accusations because none exists. 

Sixth, I have never claimed to be the “nominee already,” a preposterous and false charge. I have 
maintained that I am the “presumptive” Democratic nominee, an entirely subjective term supported by 
real polling data from multiple polling firms showing me 68-71 points ahead of her in the leadup to the 
primary. Three separate polling firms have declared me the presumptive nominee, including 
fivethirtyeight.com’s election forecast by Nate Silver.  

The seventh false statement relates to her campaign’s coordination with DeSantis’ staff 
members, which is documented thoroughly in our initial response.  

In a Twitter post dated June 18, 2022, Schiller falsely states I received a warning from Florida 
Democratic Party “leadership to cease and desist.” This is false. No cease and desist was ordered, and it 
was FDP leadership who initially advised we adopt the verbiage of “presumptive democratic nominee.” 
This is a false statement repeated in Schiller’s retaliatory complaint. No such order or request was made. 
In fact, we clarified with legal counsel for FDP that “presumptive democratic nominee” was still the 
preferred term and an appropriate term to use.  

https://twitter.com/peggyforFL1/status/1538183590185426949
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On June 14, 2022, Schiller posted a series of false social media messages specifically related to 
petitions, falsely representing the proportion of petitions received, submitted, and verified to the state 
election’s office on my behalf. The list Schiller shows here is of verified petitions by county, not petitions 
submitted, which is not published on the SOE website. She is intentionally lying voters in an attempt to 
misrepresent the number of petitions we collected and from where (more than 1,000 over what was 
required). 

 

 

On June 9, 2022, Schiller posted a series of false statements that seek to undermine the primary 
race by claiming I am not a “REAL Democrat,” despite the fact that I have been a registered democrat 
since before moving to Florida in 2016. 
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On June 3, 2022, Schiller reposted false and defamatory stories about polling conducted by a 
private polling firm, suggesting the figures were falsified, causing harm to the reputation of the company 
and to my campaign. The polling results by one of the highest-rated firms in Florida were further 
confirmed by Public Policy Polling and Nate Silver of fivethirtyeight.com. 

Most egregiously, Schiller posted an official statement loaded with false and defamatory 
statements regarding an internal report by the Florida Inspectors General office in which she falsely 
claimed the case was dismissed (this was never the whistleblower case to begin with), that I somehow 
lost whistleblower protection (did not occur), or that the IG report in any way refuted the arguments it 
considered, which it did not; In fact, on two findings the state ruled it could not prove or disprove and 
on a third charge proved accurate.  She quoted a widely-debunked article for which an NBC Ethics Board 
has reprimanded the initial reporter for publishing, citing the wildly inappropriate conclusions and 
personal attacks in his reporting, as well as the overall misrepresentation of the IG report itself.  
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Each of the instances here occurred within the month of June 2022 and represent but a fraction of 
the false and defamatory statements made publicly by Schiller, which also included: 

In a single post on her Facebook page made June 13, 2022, Schiller made the following false statements: 

1. Falsely stating I moved into the district in September 2021 (in fact I moved in June 2021); 
whereas she has never lived in the District. 
 

2. Falsely stating repeatedly that she lives in District 1, which she does not, and never has. The only 
home she has owned in Florida is in District 2.  
 

3. Falsely stating that the district boundaries of 2022 are still “subject to change” for the 
November 2022 election, which is false and is a separate criminal offense under Florida Statutes. 
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4. Falsely stating Schiller has “lived here full time since 2018.” Voting records reflect that Schiller 
did not move into her home in District 2 until 2019; as she cast a ballot in the Georgia elections 
in 2018, she would have committed voter fraud by voting in Georgia if she truly lived “full time” 
in Florida. 
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5. Falsely representing my voter registration history by stating I was not a registered democrat 
before running for office to multiple Democratic party officials and voters.  
 

6. Falsely claiming I had prior criminal convictions and coordinating with Twitter accounts who 
have also made this false statement. She also falsely stated that I was the subject of the “same 
kinds of personal and legal troubles that have caused Matt Gaetz to become such an 
embarrassment…” The implication she is making is that I am under “legal troubles” for the 
“same sort” of crimes Matt Gaetz is currently under investigation for. Those charges, most 
notably, are for sex trafficking underage teens. This implication is sick, false and made with the 
intent to deceive voters (with actual malice) into thinking I’m involved with trafficking and sex 
crimes, which I am not and have never been. Notably, I worked with ICE to turn in my own 
grandfather on charges of sex trafficking minors in the Philippines – for which my grandfather 
was ultimately arrested and jailed for. In seeking to undermine my efforts to stop sex trafficking 
and to try to create a false implication that I’m involved in sex crimes, Schiller has displayed the 
worst kind of actual malice.  
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7. Falsely stating I was fired at jobs I willingly left for other opportunities, repeating a false claim 
about my employment history only ever shared by DeSantis associates.  
 

8. Falsely stating to the AFL-CIO panel that she had the endorsement of the Florida Democratic 
Women’s Club to diminish my role as an organizer with women’s organizations when she has 
not received any such endorsement; In fact, she has received no party, caucus or significant 
endorsements at all. In fact, Schiller lists only two endorsements, both of whom are individuals, 
and one repeatedly stalked and harassed me for a period of almost two years, Peter Wood. 

After filing an emergency motion to remove me from the Congressional District 1 ballot on August 
23, 2022, which Judge Cooper of Tallahassee rightfully denied, Schiller began posting election 
misinformation on her official website, social media, and in multiple media interviews, making the 
repeated false statement of fact that I am not a qualified candidate. Perhaps the most criminally 
actionable election fraud statement of hers to date, we ask the ethics board urgently move forward with 
this element of our complaint. We are seeking a criminal complaint with the State Attorney’s office and 
with the Department of Justice. 

Though we politely corrected, then took legal action to end the repeated false statements, Schiller 
continues to espouse false statements of facts, conspiracy theories, and false statements about an 
opposing candidate during a primary election, with actual malice and in an attempt to mislead voters, 
violating FS 104.271, and we request the state to intervene as required by FS 106.25. 
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Daniel W. Uhlfelder, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 

124 East County Highway 30A 
Santa Rosa Beach, Florida 32459 

___________________ 
 

Telephone: 850/534-0246 
Facsimile: 850/534-0985 

         
December 28, 2021 

 
VIA FEDEX 
Dianne Krumel 
2420 Bluffs Cir. 
Pensacola, FL 32503 
 
Re: Pre-Suit Notice  

False and Defamatory Statements Regarding Rebekah Jones 
 
Ms. Krumel: 
 

This law firm represents Rebekah Jones (hereinafter referred to as “Ms. Jones”). It 
has come to our attention that you have set forth false and defamatory statements to 
multiple third parties in a purposeful and malicious attempt to harm Ms. Jones’s personal 
and professional reputation. In addition to acting individually, you have made false and 
defamatory statements while in your capacity as President of the Women’s Club of 
Escambia County, as a member of the Florida Democratic Women’s Club, and as a member 
of the Democratic National Committee.   
 

Ms. Jones hereby demands that you immediately cease and desist making any 
false and defamatory statements concerning Ms. Jones and her personal and 
professional reputation to any third parties. 
 

The statements made to third parties leave no doubt that you are intentionally 
making false statements about Ms. Jones for the sole purpose of harming Ms. Jones’s 
personal and professional reputation in the community and within the Democratic party. 
As you assuredly know, Ms. Jones is presently a political candidate for Florida's First 
Congressional District.     
 

As of the date of this correspondence, Ms. Jones is aware of a multitude of 
disparaging and defamatory statements made by you. These false and malicious statements 
include, but are not limited to, the following:  
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1. You have set forth a narrative whereby you are falsely misrepresenting 
Ms. Jones's academic history, work history, areas of expertise, and have gone 
so far as to state that she is not a scientist, when you either know or should 
know that the latter is absolutely false.   
 
2. You have outwardly stated Ms. Jones had a sexual affair with a student 
Ms. Jones was teaching, when in reality you have been aware the two were 
classmates at the time. You have knowingly distorted facts relating to an 
incident where Ms. Jones was actually the victim of a sexual assault. Your 
behavior in this instance represents defamation per se and is the epitome of 
maliciousness.  
 
3. You have stated that Ms. Jones has been convicted of a crime in the past 
and has been charged with multiple felonies, when a simple review of the 
public record would prove otherwise. This is a prime example of someone 
intentionally failing to learn and/or confirm the truth of a potentially 
damaging statement. Your review will lead you to learn that Ms. Jones was 
charged with a single felony as it relates to the alleged unauthorized access 
to her former employer's computer system. There has not been a conviction 
related to this charge.  
  
4. You have also falsely accused Ms. Jones of lying about the events 
surrounding a visit from law enforcement to her home. Following Ms. 
Jones’s statement that law enforcement raided her home with guns drawn 
and pointed at her, her husband and their children, just to act on a search 
warrant, you denounced this accurate description as a lie. Despite having 
absolutely no first-hand knowledge of the facts, you maliciously set forth a 
false narrative designed to harm Ms. Jones’s personal and professional 
reputation by portraying her as dishonest and deceitful. A simple Google 
search would have yielded video footage of the actual incident.    

 
5. You have also engaged in spreading false and unsubstantiated rumors 
regarding Ms. Jones's character when communicating with a lengthy list of 
individuals who will be identified should it become necessary. Some of these 
malicious falsehoods include lies involving alleged sexual acts and alleged 
criminal charges and convictions. 

 
As stated above, Ms. Jones demands that you immediately cease and desist 

your verbal false and defamatory statements concerning Ms. Jones’s personal and 
professional reputation. Ms. Jones also demands that you refrain from publishing 
such falsehoods via electronic mail, social media, and any other electronic and written 
forms of communication. You should accept this letter as your one and only warning to 
immediately cease your tortious conduct.  If you chose to persist in making false and 
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defamatory statements concerning Ms. Jones to third parties, it will further illustrate your 
malicious intent to wrongfully harm Ms. Jones and Ms. Jones will take immediate legal 
action against you pursuant to Florida law, including but not limited to, the institution of a 
civil action in Escambia County Circuit Court seeking monetary damages for defamation 
per se, defamation and any other applicable causes of action. In any such lawsuit, Ms. Jones 
will seek all damages available under Florida law, including but limited to, punitive 
damages. This letter does not waive any rights of Ms. Jones to assert any claim against you 
under applicable Florida law.  Ms. Jones expressly reserves all rights under Florida law. 
 

PLEASE GOVERN YOURSELF ACCORDINGLY. 
  
Sincerely,  
 
Daniel W. Uhlfelder 
 
Daniel W. Uhlfelder, Esq.   
 
cc:  Client 
 
 Democratic Women’s Club of Escambia County 
 945 W. Michigan Ave. 9-C 
 Pensacola, FL 32505 
 
 Monica Readus, President 
 Democratic Women’s Club of Florida 
 dwcfinfo@gmail.com 
 monicavotesblue@gmail.com  
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TROLLS AND MISCREANTS

Twitter Needs to Stop Allowing This
How @KassandraSeven targets people to silence them

Jim Stewartson
Apr 2

24 3

Here’s a video explainer of how @KassandraSeven and her network of trolls target people to
silence them online, in this case DeSantis COVID whistleblower Rebekah Jones who had 400k
followers when she was permanently banned. Feel free to download and share. Note that you
can pause to read the tweets.

If you’ve been following me, you know about the defamatory smear campaign against me
being orchestrated in part by weaponized Twitter troll @KassandraSeven, who is in actuality a

MindWar: The Psychological W… Subscribe
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Russian-speaking failed PR executive and erstwhile travel blogger named Susan who makes
money attacking people online to pay for her trips and her lifestyle in NYC.

In the tweet below, Susan says that she ignored me from May 2021 - Nov 2021, which is
largely true. She had already helped destroy my volunteer organization by May, and wrecked
my other projects, so she took a contract to get DeSantis whistleblower Rebekah Jones
suspended. Jones is running against Matt Gaetz in Florida.



After Susan successfully got Rebekah Jones suspended as shown in the video, Susan took
fancy trips to Kenya and Michigan before returning to her contract to destroy me personally in
December 2021. She recently took a short break to go to Peru but has otherwise been literally
full-time in the Jim-smearing business ever since.

https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Fb5c90ec4-a688-4d28-8e7e-01e09f9df9dd_1773x1960.jpeg
https://jimstewartson.substack.com/p/osint-toolkit-how-not-to-come-back?r=wdbt2&s=w&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web


Apparently I had gotten too influential on Twitter despite leftist disinformation cult
#RealBlueAnon’s outlandish efforts to ruin everything I do, so she came after me again and
managed to get me suspended in January — twice.

It should be noted that Susan collaborated with long-time wannabe Twitter cop and
anonymous harmful LARP Conspirador Norteno in the project to get Rebekah Jones
suspended. Conspirador has a long list of inauthentic Twitter kills. Twitter needs to shut his
account down along with @KassandraSeven. They are paid social media assassins, nothing
more.

https://jimstewartson.substack.com/p/realblueanon?r=wdbt2&s=w&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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Twitter, if you’re listening, please find the 10,000 missing tweets of KassandraSeven’s targeted
harassment and abuse that she deleted about me.
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Oh wait, never mind, I have them. Here’s just a portion.

Why are you are helping people who break your rules for a living?

Give me my account back. I have broken no rules — as you admitted. Get it together. �

MindWar: The Psychological War on Democracy

Dear Twitter: Unsuspend @jimstewartson

Friends, I don’t normally ask for stuff but it’s my birthday. 😇🎁 If you
wouldn’t mind sharing this article on Twitter and tagging @Twitter,
@TwitterSafety, and @yoyoel that would be appreciated — only if you’re
comfortable with it. � UPDATE: Apparently within minutes of posting this on
Twitter people are already being targeted by the account @Kassand…

Read more

2 months ago · 31 likes · 13 comments · Jim Stewartson

Subscribe to MindWar: The Psychological War on Democracy
By Jim Stewartson  ·  Hundreds of paid subscribers

Writing, research and podcast for understanding and resisting the propaganda,
psyops and malicious actors assaulting global liberal democracy. #IAmAntiFascist

Kassandraseven
351MB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now

rebekah.coastal@gmail.com Subscribe
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3 Comments

Ready for more?

Write a comment…

New First

Apr 4Lucy

Elon Musk bought a stake in Twitter. Not good.

Reply Collapse

Apr 3Michael Gowski Liked by Jim Stewartson

I was reading about Jacob Applebaum, and the dog piling tactics he used on his victims before he
was kicked out of Tor, and it’s remarkable how close it tracks to how this set works. Chances of
someone so close to Snowden and Assange being unconnected with Russia seems close to zero.
Everything I’ve read about him indicates he’s a psychopath who uses far left and op sec/ hacker
groups to victimize people he assaults, harasses or bullies. Might want to cross reference to this
crew.

1 Reply Collapse

Apr 2Elizabeth Carlson Liked by Jim Stewartson

Kassandra is being paid by Flynn, who's working with Russia, to silence you because you're
exposing the truth about Flynn and Qanon and the Russian connection. Who's paying Kassandra to
silence Rebekah Jones and why do they want her silenced? Are DeSantis and Gaetz connected to
Russia? Are they assets?

2 Reply Collapse
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Contract Account Killer
A Series on Misinformation, Disinformation and Subterfuge

Steven Jarvis
Apr 30

4

Musk recently going a�er Twitter executives has rattled some thinking that this is a harbinger
of how Elon or others he favors will engage once he gains full control of the world’s second

most important social media company. I am here to tell you something that may shock people.
Twitter was already weaponized behind the scenes to hurt people.

Let’s look again at the prime single purpose hate account I have been investigating,
KassandraSeven working within a di�erent op, with di�erent accounts than we have
previously seen. Here is one missed tweet she forgot to delete, part of a thread of inauthentic

coordinated harassment aimed at Rebekah Jones.

Misinformation, Disinformation… Subscribe
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Currently one can �nd Susan of New York, which is the above KassandraSeven account
operator’s real �rst name and current hometown, working on a campaign attacking anyone
supportive of former Elon Musk’s girlfriend Amber Heard. I cover that a bit in this recent

article.

Misinformation, Disinformation and Subterfuge

Paid Troll, Abuses Woman

KassandraSeven is a paid weaponized troll that so far has targeted Rebekah
Jones, Jim Stewartson, myself and now Amber Heard. Excluding me, as I am an
admitted nobody, the other three targets have one thing in common. They all
pissed off Elon Musk before getting targeted by Susan…

Read more

2 months ago · 3 likes · Steven Jarvis

Before KassandraSeven was running a malign social in�uence campaign bent on destroying
Amber Heard, she joined along with others to malign, defame and deplatform Rebekah Jones,

the prominent Florida data scientist and congressional candidate. Here is Jim Stewartson’s
article regarding that.

MindWar: The Psychological War on Democracy

Twitter Needs to Stop Allowing This

Watch now (2 min) | Here’s a video explainer of how @KassandraSeven and her
network of trolls target people to silence them online, in this case DeSantis
COVID whistleblower Rebekah Jones who had 400k followers when she was
permanently banned. Feel free to download and share. Note that you can
pause to read the tweets…

https://people.com/movies/amber-heard-filled-space-after-divorce-by-dating-elon-musk-friend-says/
https://mrjarvis.substack.com/p/paid-troll-abuses-woman?utm_source=substack&utm_campaign=post_embed&utm_medium=web
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Read more

3 months ago · 24 likes · 3 comments · Jim Stewartson

I decided to dig deeper into that past in�uence operation, seeing what breadcrumbs Susan le�
undeleted. To do that we will look at three masked single purpose hate accounts targeting
Rebekah Jones, KassandraSeven, GeoRebekahF11 and GeoJones and their interactions from

the above screen grab.

Chirpty for GeoRebekahF11

https://jimstewartson.substack.com/p/twitter-needs-to-stop-allowing-this?utm_source=substack&utm_campaign=post_embed&utm_medium=web
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Christina Pushaw, DeSantis’s press secretary shows up on both charts. Elon Musk makes a
surprise appearance in the second ring. I also see some of my favorite actually dependable
COVID-19 experts I followed closely prior to focusing on the KassandraSeven Network.

This account’s top �ve phrases according to Bot Sentinel are these.

Chirpty for GeoJones
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KassandraSeven appears in the outermost band on this account along with GeoRebekahF11
and Christina Pushaw, which strikes me as odd considering K7 has engaged in at least two

coordinated harassment campaigns since attacking Jones. The Bot Sentinel key phrases below
is far more o�ensive, included in its entirety.
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GeoJones was following ten accounts, most sock in appearance with the exception of Peggy
Schiller.
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Here was a screenshot of the �rst listed follower, whom oddly George doesn’t follow.

What would she be doing following a tiny malignant troll account without even having a
follow back. Weird.

And of course weaponized troll K7.

And again for GeoRebekahF11, the �rst listed follower was Pushaw.
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Neither of these secondary accounts appear to be within the KassandraSeven Network which
makes sense considering this was a di�erent op than the ones I was previously investigating.

I decided to check more troll accounts that were attacking Jones a�er Pushaw showed up as
the �rst account following, because that really was weird right?
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This one was the second follower.

I also spotted Susan without bothering to scroll on the �rst page.

Another second follower.
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Second follower.

Man Pushaw follows a lot of single purpose hate accounts and is listed in the �rst or second
position of so many of those accounts listed followers.
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Let’s get back to Sue who only managed to delete one of the two tweets in this attack
defaming Jones, using one of the three most o�en highest appearing followers among trolls
targeting Jones, MaxNordau.
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Claiming Jones committed fraud and lying is very familiar isn’t it?
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The whole intent of these threads talking with allied socks or one’s own socks is to malign the
target, build impressions, be seen and remembered. None of the bad stu� is true, which makes

what Susan did classic defamation.
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The same old schtick.

And one more.
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There was much much more that KassandraSeven deleted, likely far more egregious than what
she le� behind.

Like these.
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Or the one where the account most likely responsible for banning her, for spam and
manipulation made via a screenshot appearance, conspirator0, complete with the accusation

made by Pushaw and teammate Susan that Jones bought follows.
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Usually big pro�le politicos don’t do that.

And especially not this.
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Hello conspirator0.

Subscribe to Misinformation, Disinformation and Subterfuge
By Steven Jarvis  ·  Launched 3 months ago

Reporting on Social Influence Campaigns, Politics, PsyOps, Disinformation and
Behavior.
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Manufactured Evidence
A series on Misinformation, Disinformation and Subterfuge

Steven Jarvis
May 1

4

Yesterday’s big reveal was that Florida Governor’s paid troll Christina Pushaw, weaponized
misogynist paid troll, suddenly more anti-Musk and even bigger anti-Amber Heard

supporters, DARVO queen KassandraSeven, and Twitter Safety plant Conspirator0
coordinated together to inauthentically manufacture evidence, then execute a Twitter ban for
Florida data scientist Rebekah Jones.

That laughable evidence created was that Jones paid for a Turkish bot farm to boost her
already huge account, when she didn’t need automated followers like say “saddle sore” and

Joe’s “honeyhole” @rocco_castoro, whose veri�ed political attack account that routinely
posts material not allowed under Twitter’s TOS, jumped almost exactly 1,000 followers from
8K to 9K this week.
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Conspirator0 in the above screenshot is being credited for manufacturing all of the evidence
regarding the Round Year Fun app, that he says Rebekah Jones used. How he would know that
it was Jones and not say, Christina Pushaw, Governor DeSantis or himself, that paid to boost
the account with the intent to frame that action on Jones to smear her, defame her, deplatform
her and to reduce her in�uence when it was clear she intended to run for Federal o�ce versus

Matt Gaetz.
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Tortious interference indeed.

Once they have laundered a lie into the Twitterverse, they frequently use that piece of
disinformation to attack and defame targets as Single Purpose Hate Account TylerM does
above.

What Pushaw appears to have done with both operatives Conspirator0 and KassandraSeven,

and a whole network of small follower single purpose hate accounts networked and followed
by Pushaw, interfering in a Federal election via manipulating social media, is exactly the kind
of thing I was assigned to look for. Jones still announced her candidacy the following day.

Who else among either the KassandraSeven or RoccoCastoro networks appears to have
manufactured evidence to engage in tortious interference that le� receipts?
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OneSecondName, an account that weaponizes grief, introducing herself within a minute or so
during our �rst Twitter encounter as a knife-carrying woman before threatening my career in
education, to which KassandraSeven put out my work history to show they can act on that
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threat, did. Patrick Howley in the article above claims the damage she did to the brand’s
advertising reach, was approximately a quarter-million.

What do KassandraSeven who worked essentially with GOPs DeSantis’s campaign via Pushaw

and buddy OneSecondName that destroyed the largest pro-Trump Facebook page have in
common?

They work together everyday on Twitter seemingly to destroy people, companies, political
campaigns, not exactly based on their own beliefs. That makes them this:

Anarcho-capitalists.

Please update your pro�le to use the correct term Nicole. Thanks in advance.



With these professional networks, they destroy to make wealth, just as Putin doesn’t care
about destroyed infrastructure so long as he controls the ashes, so do they. If they can blow up
an org meant to help those pulled into Mike Flynn’s radicalization chamber, Q Anon, they
in�ltrate, gain trust, blackmail, hospitalize, and destroy. Some claim they do this free. Others
are paid. They always lie, and misrepresent things like seen below, weaponizing
misinformation.
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Weaponizing Twitter to attack others o�-sight, is a clear sign of tortious interference as well
as obstruction for conspirator0 and his crew seen here using his in�uence to deprive me of my
work on Medium.
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Conspirator0 also is credited for banning me, though without any evidence creation
tampering to justify his work.
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Some know to destroy evidence of criminal wrong doing, like aMagicWindow’s Matt
Donovan, seen below as Tweet Deleted by User. Others, not so much.
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Conspirator0, le� too many receipts manufacturing his own evidence to hide/justify what they
did to defraud others of �nancial opportunities, right out there, in the open for investigators
to see.

Oh, and Jim recorded ALL of the receipts as they were created, even yours Matt, just in case
anyone thought they could obstruct justice and hide.
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TROLLS AND MISCREANTS

Weaponized Professional Troll @KassandraSeven:
Part I
Scale and statistics of a social media attack

Jim Stewartson
Feb 8

35 1

This is a multipart series about professional Twitter agitator @KassandraSeven. This account is
inauthentic in multiple ways, and it is important to show how these kinds of deceptive
accounts are seeded, constructed and weaponized to infiltrate movements, agitate followers
and slow the momentum of their targets.

Over the following parts, I will explain how this account coordinates and links up with others
and the psychological tactics and strategies they employ when engaging their opposition.
There will be a detailed and specific list of lies and accusations from this account that I will fact
check.

I will show how @KassandraSeven and its allies have weaponized Twitter’s reporting system,
how they continue creating alt accounts to avoid suspension for ban evasion, and I will trace
back the account’s contentious history to its origin. And I will show how the account uses
numerous forms of mis-, dis-, and mal-information to meet its objectives, which we will
explore in detail.

Full disclosure: This account has participated in two separate multi-month attacks on me, my
friends, partners and businesses. The first attack resulted in the destruction of my volunteer
group last year. The second attack is ongoing and directly resulted in my third inauthentic ban
from Twitter.

It is important that this account and others like it be critically assessed by Twitter Safety for the
harm they do on to the platform, including their continued and unrelenting attempts to agitate
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individuals, organizations, events and social groups. Coordinated harmful activity is against
Twitter’s Terms of Service but I see no evidence of any enforcement, or even a way to report it.

For our purposes, let’s look at the last month of @KassandraSeven’s Twitter account. Here are
the general statistics:

Source - Twitonomy

A few highlights from above:

103 tweets per day is high but considering the amount of time they spend on the platform
this is about right for a well-practiced human.

68% of the tweets are replies. This is a high number and is indicative of an account who tries
to influence others and argues frequently.

Each of the highlighted accounts below has been actively and persistently participating in the
harmful trolling campaign against me and my friends.

PART I: Scale and Statistics
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The most telling statistic is 6,123 mentions. On average @KassandraSeven tags in almost 2
other accounts in every tweet. This is how it influences other accounts — those it wants to
befriend or infiltrate, those it wants to deceive, and those it wants to attack and traumatize.

The yellow highlights are trolls, the green highlights are me, my podcast and my cohost, and
the blue is Twitter and Twitter Safety.

Note that in one month — while I was suspended and behind a year-long block of the
@KassandraSeven account — it tagged me 339 times, Twitter/Twitter Safety more than 200
times, and it tagged my podcast and co-host over 250 times. These are violations of Twitter
Terms of Service.

As we will see, the vast majority of its 3,197 tweets are designed to disparage me personally —
and this is just the last 30 days while I was suspended. The total number of times
@KassandraSeven has tweeted about me behind a block in the last year is many thousands.

Weaponizing Mentions
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In the example below, “octopus” is either a sock puppet of KassandraSeven or a co-
conspirator who expresses “concern” in order for this disinformation about me to be shared
publicly over and over.

This is a manufactured narrative about my suspension by a harmful troll — @janbobrowicz —
who has been devoted to defaming me for 15 months. @KassandraSeven helpfully offers to
share his disinfo with its ”new friend.” This is all theater.



The performance is not for themselves of course — it’s for people who know me who get
pulled into this drama (redacted below), and for Twitter and Twitter Safety to pile up as many
inauthentic complaints about me as possible — “abuse strikes.” That’s why Twitter is so
frequently tagged into the account’s tweets.
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This is purely artificial and designed to cause maximum damage.

The person behind the @KassandraSeven account is extremely dedicated to their work and
tweets fairly equally across 16 hours of the day, seven days a week. Note that every single
tweet from @KassandraSeven comes from “Twitter for iPhone” which we will come back to.
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The scale of this account’s coordinated harmful behavior is remarkable, both in terms of the
length of time it has been operating overall — nearly six years — and the volume and
intensity of its attacks.

Part II: Strategies and Tactics

Part III: Psychological Warfare Objectives

UPDATE: After I published this article @KassandraSeven deleted well over 4,000 tweets, most
of which were coordinated harassment of me and my friends.
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Christina Pushaw's Dirty Hands
A Series on Misinformation, Disinformation and Subterfuge

Steven Jarvis
May 1

5 8

I noted something new about this complicity in inauthentically getting Rebekah Jones
removed from Twitter, between DeSantis’s spokeswoman Christina Pushaw, Twitter Safety’s

Conspirator0 and paid weaponized troll KassandraSeven.
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That would be the changed handle of the third account mentioned when Christina got her
own hands dirty in tortious interference, defaming Jones.
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This below was the Chirpty for GeoRebekahF11
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Let’s look a bit more at that Libs of Tic Tok and tweets at Elon Musk fan.

Losing a job as a paid social in�uence troll is a very real conservative concern.
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Answer: Conspirator0 who has insider access, banned Rebekah without cause, in coordination
with Christina Pushaw, KassandraSeven, dozens of small accounts acting as a single purpose
multi account hate network spreading defamation and conspiracies targeting Rebekah Jones,

all oddly followed by Pushaw did it.

That strange tiny single purpose hate account follow also include David, seen above.
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One more tweet, showing the same troll strategy of �nding and posting a repeated smear to

harm the reputation of their target.
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May 1WhiskyTangoFoxtrot Liked by Steven Jarvis

@KassandraSeven and @conspirator0 doing the GOP's bidding.

Say it isn't so 🙃.
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1 reply by Steven Jarvis

May 1Common Sense

I noticed Rocco just bought 500 new followers. Wonder if @conspirator0 is going to ignore that
one as well?
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Max Nordau
A Series on Misinformation, Disinformation and Subterfuge

Steven Jarvis
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4 4

This inauthentic account, made during June 2012 outside the United States, is a repurposed
single purpose hate account used heavily on the illegal Op headed up by Florida Governor

DeSantis’s spokeswoman, Christina Pushaw.
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The account had activity from the get-go a�er creation, conducted in Spanish with whatever
tweets originated with the account wiped.

From a clinical standpoint, the �rst tweet on May 6, 2012 a month before the account registry,

is likely a spelling error directed to a similar account handle as it was the only early English
tweet. The account sat parked for a year and a half until December 10, 2013 with all
conversations it was tagged in being conducted in Spanish.
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Frequent month long gaps are noted.
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A�er May 27, 2017, the account was parked long term.

When it was brought back online, it was now engaged in English only conversations focusing

on likely spreading disinformation on COVID and the George Floyd/BLM Protests based on
the responding tweets. All of the account’s tweets generated by the account prior to January
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26, 2021 had been wiped. If the account was still operated by a Spanish speaker, one would
assume more Spanish language conversations as it did solely for the �rst �ve years.

The account above calling Max a friend, is also an inauthentic account, minted in 2010 and
almost empty with just over 100 tweets as of this writing. The only purpose of the above
interaction is give the appearance Max is authentic, despite the secondary account, likely
operated by the same individual being clearly fake too.
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Pushaw followed the account when it was small, with Elon Musk showing up (rocket) in the
outer most band along with recent follow Jeremy Redfern.
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The account’s BotSentinel report for phrases.
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Like nearly every account that I have looked at so far regarding the attacks on Rebekah Jones,
this account was also inauthentic.

The BlueAnon conspiracy is really poorly thought out.

Florida’s COVID data was faulty and intentionally delayed by over two months to give the
state the appearance it was doing well when it was either leading or second in the nation for
deaths per capita thanks to DeSantis’s propaganda, including this account spreading it. On
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days last year when I knew looking at local reporting, 400-500 people were dying of COVID in
Florida, the state via Pushaw or DeSantis himself put out reassurances backed up by charts
saying essentially that a handful of people had died.

Rebekah Jones was right.
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The account pictured above interacts with Elon Musk (rocket man) and Pushaw on its �rst

tier, along with six other inauthentic accounts in the network. That includes the Max Nordau
account, a key entity in the operation.

For this next batch, I looked at some of attacks generated from the Max attack to see who
ampli�ed, which accounts were inauthentic having been parked for years, and had Pushaw as
the most recent follow. I found a load of �rst Pushaw follow accounts that were highly toxic,

but upon review were authentic or hadn’t participated in targeted harassment campaign in a
meaningful way.

Before we dunk on Pushaw following seemingly EVERY hate account in the operation as well
as a lot if “wild” accounts that joined in on Rebekah Jones, note that she isn’t the only account
frequently associated with operation that does. Jeremy Redfern and Peggy Schiller, who will

replace Matt Gaetz likely on the ballot once Matt Gaetz is likely indicted, show up frequently,
seen here on the MAGA Civil War threatening Winchester1776 account.
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Let’s dunk!

March 2013 account turned on December 2018
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This March 2009 account Pushaw is the �rst follow, became active Jan 20, 2020, with two brief
check ins prior to that.
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This fake Dec 2017 account, �rst follow again Pushaw, began service July 20, 2020.
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This low-activity account was used primarily to amplify other accounts attacks.
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This tiny March 2021 account is a bit di�erent in that its �rst followers, not the most recent,
but the 2nd-6th were a giveaway that this account was inauthentic. Nothing wrong with
creating a new account for an ongoing PsyOp to silence a political opponent right?
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Here is an account that has been continuously active, whose �rst follow (most recent) is as
expected.
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This next account showed up frequently as a common follow, has continuous activity and
participated in the attacks of Jones.

Continuously active
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POLITICS

Gov. Ron DeSantis accuses Democrats of
trying to 'smear' him over neo-Nazi rally
in Orlando

Published 9:45 p.m. ET Jan. 31, 2022 Updated 8:13 a.m. ET Feb. 1, 2022

Zac Anderson

Sarasota Herald-Tribune

Gov. Ron DeSantis accused Democrats Monday of trying to "smear" him over how his
administration's responded to a neo-Nazi demonstration in Orlando over the weekend.

Republican leaders across Florida condemned the neo-Nazi rally, with U.S. Sen. Rick Scott
tweeting Sunday that "the hateful & anti-Semitic demonstrations reported in Florida today
have no place in our state."

But DeSantis didn't weigh in until asked about it during a press conference Monday
afternoon in Palm Beach County, and the governor's press secretary drew attention for a
tweet that questioned whether the incident was staged.

"Do we even know they're Nazis?" said DeSantis spokeswoman Christina Pushaw in a tweet
that later was deleted. "Or is this a stunt like the 'white nationalists' who crashed the
(Virginia Gov. Glenn) Youngkin rally in Charlottesville and turned out to be Dem staffers? I
trust Florida law enforcement to investigate and am awaiting their conclusions."

More coverage: DeSantis, Democrats trade barbs over Everglades restoration,
infrastructure funding

By the way: Florida GOP leaders unveil new bill with election law changes sought by
DeSantis

Pushaw's tweet drew rebukes from Democrats and Jewish leaders.

"We are alarmed that @ChristinaPushaw would first give cover to antisemites rather than
immediately and forcefully condemning their revolting, hate-filled rally and assault," the
Anti-Defamation League Florida tweeted, adding: "We expect any public official, especially a
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voice for @GovRonDeSantis, to address the fears of the Jewish community thoughtfully –
not with this troubling and careless approach."

DeSantis defended his administration Monday as a strong supporter of Israel and said
Democrats are using the Orlando rally to "smear me as if I had something to do with it."

"They try to play games to try to politicize, why would they do that?" DeSantis asked. "Why
would they want to elevate a half-dozen malcontents and try to make this an issue for
political gain?"

Democrats are trying to distract from President Joe Biden's record, DeSantis added.

The governor called the neo-Nazi demonstrators "jackasses" and said "state law enforcement
is gonna hold them accountable because they were doing stuff on the overpass." It is illegal to
demonstrate on a highway overpass.

U.S. Rep. Charlie Crist, a Democrat running for governor, took issue with the governor's
reaction to being questioned about the neo-Nazi rally Monday, which focused more on
Democrats than the demonstrators.

"It should be easy, Ron. Condemn the Nazis," Crist tweeted.

Follow Herald-Tribune Political Editor Zac Anderson on Twitter at @zacjanderson. He can
be reached at zac.anderson@heraldtribune.com



"Do we even known they're Nazis?" Christina Pushaw tweeted.

The Press Secretary for Gov. Ron DeSantis appeared Sunday night to question whether a
Nazi �ag hung from an Orange County bridge was in fact the effort of Nazis.

In a tweet she posted Sunday night and later deleted, Press Secretary Christina Pushaw
responded to Twitter outrage over an Orlando Nazi demonstration by asking, “Do we even
know they’re Nazis?”

Her tweet, which offered doubts rather than condemnations of the event, presented the
unsupported prospect that those witnessed this weekend on a bridge holding a Nazi �ag and
shouting antisemitic oaths might have been Democratic staffers in disguise.

Gov. Ron DeSantis’ Press Secretary’sGov. Ron DeSantis’ Press Secretary’s
tweet suggests denial of Nazi protesttweet suggests denial of Nazi protest

Judge rules Florida’s 15-week abortion ban unconstitutional
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She later dismissed any assertion that she was denying the people on the bridge were Nazis,
but she held to the theory she offered in her tweet.

“I don’t know what you mean by ‘denying Nazis.’ I was referring to this event in VA, when a
group of Democrats dressed up as white supremacists to discredit a (Glenn) Youngkin rally,”
she said in a response to Florida Politics.

Pushaw’s original tweet Sunday drew a �restorm of responses on social media, creating yet
another controversy for the Governor’s Press Secretary.

In one of the harshest responses, Parkland gun law reform activist Fred Guttenberg tweeted,
“Holy shit!!! @GovRonDeSantis, two weeks ago your press secretary @christinapushaw
made a Hitler joke. This is now her response to the disgusting antisemitic Nazi behavior
taking place in Florida this weekend, targeted at people like me. Is this your public position?”

Sen. Annette Taddeo, a Miami-Dade Democrat running for Governor, sent a letter to DeSantis
urging him to denounce the demonstration, and calling out Pushaw by name.

“It was incredibly disappointing to see how your administration’s spokesperson, Christina
Pushaw, took to Twitter in a now deleted tweet… not to denounce these actions but to
instead politicize the situation and question if individuals displaying swastikas and �ying
Nazi �ags were actually Nazis,” she wrote. “Being the spokesperson for your administration,
bigoted comments such as these by your staff only embolden anti-semitic sentiment. By
refusing to condemn these comments, you are sending a strong message to the Jewish
people that your administration stands with these individuals.”
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Although Pushaw deleted that particular tweet, she nonetheless continued to promote the
prospect that the Orlando protesters might have been fake.

She liked and retweeted others’ posted tweets that seemed to come to her defense after
criticism of her tweet emerged. Pushaw also responded to people who tried to connect the
protesters to her boss, with a tweet declaring, “These aren’t ‘genuine questions’. It’s a dirty
political smear attempt, and people who say things like this aren’t fooling anyone. Not
anymore.”

Democratic Rep. Mike Grieco of Miami Beach tweeted: “Just because she deleted it doesn’t
mean she didn’t tweet it.”

Pushaw also sent out a message contending the Governor opposes antisemitic attacks.

“Gov. Ron DeSantis has ALWAYS condemned antisemitic attacks & hatred, and he always
will. To suggest otherwise is just plain wrong. I am con�dent that Florida law enforcement
will respond appropriately and justice will be served to any protester who violates the law.”

In her written response to Florida Politics Monday morning, Pushaw alluded to reports that a
Republican political rally in Virginia last October had included Lincoln Project members
posing as white supremacists.

“The fact that Democrats attempt to smear Republicans by tying them to Nazis is sadly well
documented. I deferred to law enforcement to determine who was behind the protest
because frankly, I didn’t know anything about the group. But I can guarantee it wasn’t the
Governor. Attempts to tie the protest to his policies are disgusting political smears,” Pushaw
wrote.

“Nazi imagery and hate speech, whoever is using it, is never acceptable. Nobody from our
o�ce ever suggested it was,” she added.

Other Republican leaders found it far easier to condemn the Nazi message without
implicating Democrats or discussing unrelated events in Virginia.

“Yesterday’s disgusting display of anti-Semitism in Orlando does not re�ect the values of
Floridians,” tweeted Florida Speaker of the House Chris Sprowls, a Palm Harbor Republican.
“These thugs and their hateful messaging are not welcome in this state.”

Florida House Democratic Leader Evan Jenne at a press availability said there’s no truth to
any suggestion Democratic staffers were behind the demonstration, and Pushaw knows
that.

“We know it’s completely false,” the Dania Beach Democrat tweeted. “Her immediate deletion
of that tweet shows she was just talking trash. No more or less.”

While Jenne said he appreciated that Pushaw’s tweet was quickly taken down, he said
DeSantis himself still needs to weigh in with forceful words to condemn the hateful
message.
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“Call out that we don’t want neo-Nazis in the state of Florida. It’s not that di�cult a statement
to make,” Jenne said.

“I would hope the Governor would say he does not support neo-Nazis’ agenda or beliefs.
That was not di�cult for me to do right now, nor should it be di�cult for the Governor’s press
secretary. I think she realized she probably over-stepped when she deleted that tweet. We
still need a more positive statement saying exactly where the Governor stands. I believe he
would be against neo-Nazis, but the people of Florida need to hear that.”

The Governor’s Press Secretary’s tweets, including the one offering a potential denial of Nazi
involvement, came after a gathering of about 20 demonstrators reportedly lined a bridge in
eastern Orange County over the weekend, hanging the swastika �ag and banners — including
a banner with the pro-Donald Trump slogan “Let’s Go Brandon” — and yelling profanities and
antisemitic slurs at passing cars.

Elected leaders in Florida slammed the presence of Nazi symbols and hateful messages.

“The neo-Nazi rallies in Orlando this weekend were a disgrace,” said U.S. Rep. Stephanie
Murphy, a Winter Park Democrat. “Central Florida is home to patriots of every political stripe
— and we have no tolerance for these anti-Semitic and racist groups.”

State Sen. Randolph Bracy, an Ocoee Democrat, also weighed in. “Anti-Semitism is not
welcomed here in our community. We love our Jewish brothers and sisters and I forcefully
condemn the hateful acts of this weekend,” he said. “It is important that we as a community
remain vigilant and that law enforcement acts swiftly against acts of anti-Semitism so that
the message is clear — anti-Semitism will not be tolerated here.”
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DeSantis aide deletes tweet suggesting Nazi protesters were
Democratic operatives

Christina Pushaw's comments drew widespread condemnation from elected officials as well as a prominent
South Florida rabbi.
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Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis speaks during the Republican Jewish Coalition's annual leadership meeting on
Nov. 6, 2021, in Las Vegas. | Ellen Schmidt/Las Vegas Review-Journal via AP
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TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Gov. Ron DeSantis’ press secretary is facing massive

backlash after she sent tweets Sunday night questioning whether pro-Nazi
demonstrations in Orlando over the weekend were organized by Democratic

staffers.

Her comments drew widespread condemnation from elected officials as well as

a prominent South Florida rabbi who called the tweets from Christina Pushaw

“reprehensible.”
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In the now-deleted tweet, Pushaw suggested that a group of about 20

protesters who were seen wearing Nazi symbols and shouting anti-Semitic

slurs Saturday afternoon could be political opponents of DeSantis trying to
frame the governor in a bad light. Her tweet was a reference to several people

organized by the anti-Donald Trump Republican group the Lincoln Project

who posed with tiki torches during last year’s Virginia governor’s race in an

attempt to smear Glenn Youngkin, who at the time was running for governor.

“Do we even know if they are Nazis?” Pushaw tweeted. “Or is this a student like

the ‘white nationalists’ who crashed the Youngkin rally in Charlottesville

pretending to be Dem staffers?”

This isn’t the first time Pushaw drew criticism for posting controversial tweets.
In November, Pushaw was critical of the Republic of Georgia, a country where

she previously served as a political consultant, for requiring vaccine passes for

people in that country to enter places like restaurants. In doing so, she implied

that the Rothschilds were behind the decision because Georgia’s prime

minister met with a member of the family during the same time period. She
later issued an apology.
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After facing swift blowback on Twitter, Pushaw Sunday night followed up her

initial Tweet with another post admitting that she did not know who staged the

Orlando protest and stressed that Nazi symbolism and hate speech are wrong.

Rabbi Jeffrey Salkin, of Temple Israel in Palm Beach and a columnist for

Religion News Service, said DeSantis must condemn the comments from his

own press staffer. Florida is home to one of the largest populations of Jews in

the U.S.

“The very idea that the governor’s press representative suggesting such Neo-
Nazis were fake is reprehensible,” he told POLITICO. “This is the time for the

public to be aware of the dangers of anti-Semitic extremism and not to traffic

in the denial of that extremism.”

DeSantis on Monday also took shots at Democrats, saying that the incident was

simply an attempt to damage him politically.

“Democrats who are trying to use this as some type of political issue to smear

me as if I had something to do with it,” he said during a press conference in

Palm Beach County. “We’re not playing their game.”
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Politicians of both political parties denounced the Nazi protest in Orlando.

Republican Sen. Rick Scott called the incidents “hateful and anti-Semitic.”

Republican Speaker of the Florida House Chris Sprowls called the protests a
“disgusting display of anti-semitism.” Democratic Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer

said “Anti-semitism and hatred are not welcome in this community.”

Democratic Rep. Val Demings, who is running against Sen. Marco Rubio, said

America had beat their “disturbing ideology before.”

Despite originally questioning whether they were Nazis, Pushaw tweeted on
Monday morning that the Florida Highway Patrol “stated” that those who

“hung swastikas on the overpass will be prosecuted.” One of the banners hung

on the overpass stated “Let’s go Branon [sic],” a reference to the GOP rallying

cry against President Joe Biden.

The highway patrol noted over the weekend on its official Twitter account that
it disbanded what it called an “anti-Semitic gathering” on an Interstate 4

overpass, noting it is illegal to “obstruct highway traffic or hang signs on the

overpass and violators will be prosecuted.” The agency did not return a request

Monday morning for a comment about the incident.

“It is against the law to obstruct highway traffic or hang signs on the overpasses
and violators will be prosecuted,” it added.

The Orange County Sheriff’s Office confirmed the protest took place Saturday

and that a fight broke out between demonstrators and a passerby.

“The group, assembled on public property, was reported by witnesses to be

wearing clothing with ‘Nazi’ insignia and yelling profanities and anti-Semitic
slurs at vehicles passing by,” read a statement for Orange County Sheriff’s

Office.

Salkin said that condemnations and law enforcement breaking up the

demonstration are not enough, and DeSantis needs to make a public statement

about his press secretary’s comments.

https://twitter.com/SenRickScott/status/1487968086347108354
https://twitter.com/ChrisSprowls/status/1488170986641969152
https://twitter.com/orlandomayor/status/1487975684559577089
https://twitter.com/RepValDemings/status/1487919931773620228
https://twitter.com/ChristinaPushaw/status/1488154547235270663
https://twitter.com/FLHSMV/status/1487996472884871171


“When you consider that South Florida has the third largest Jewish population

in the country, and one of [the] most significant Jewish populations in the

world, such silence on his part tantamount to agreement,” he said.

Yet Pushaw on Monday morning continued to post on social media about the

incident, tweeting: “So - If the governor himself does not issue a public

statement of specific condemnation of whoever this group is, within a time

period that the Left deems acceptable, he is smeared as a Nazi sympathizer by

default?”

Bruce Ritchie contributed to this report.
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THE WORK IS EVERYTHING

How One Florida Woman With Twitter Problems
Plunged Us Into a Nightmarish National
Conversation About “Grooming”
Who is Christina Pushaw and what is she talking about?

BY BEN MATHIS-LILLEY

APRIL 21, 2022 • 11:34 AM

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis and his press secretary, Christina Pushaw (pictured with Twitter device).  Photo

illustration by Slate. Photos by Joe Raedle/Getty Images and AP Photo/Marta Lavandier.

Grooming—a sexual abuser’s e�ort to prepare a minor for abuse—has become the
buzzword of the season for the right-wing media �igures who both channel and create the
concerns of the Republican Party’s base voters.
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Why? The ostensible answer is a Florida state bill that allows parents to sue school districts
over any instruction related to “sexual orientation and gender identity” that is not “age-
appropriate,” particularly in grades K�3. The idea that this vague restriction is related to
sexual predation was launched into the national conversation not by the bill’s sponsors,
though, but rather by Republican Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis’ press secretary—a suddenly
high-pro�ile woman named Christina Pushaw who, until about a year ago, was a freelance
political consultant whose specialty was Eastern European geopolitics.

The story of how Pushaw came to prominence stateside, and then helped create a swirling
vortex of pedophilia chatter, is a colorful one that speaks to the extent to which frenetic,
accuracy-optional social media posting—and immersion in the world of obsessive niche
accounts like Libs of TikTok—is rewarded in the contemporary political environment.

Sounds fun, right? Let’s dive in.

Who is Christina Pushaw?

Pushaw got her start in the world of international development, and, according to the
Tampa Bay Times and Miami Herald, her résumé also lists a stint with a philanthropic
organization started by the conservative megadonor Charles Koch.

According to her LinkedIn page, Pushaw graduated from the University of Southern
California in 2012 and received a master’s degree in international relations from Johns
Hopkins in 2017. Her signature pre-DeSantis achievement is what she describes as a tenure
advising the political party af�iliated with former Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili.
She has called Saakashvili her “mentor.”
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In a 2017 interview with the Georgian Journal English-language news site, Pushaw said that
she became interested in Georgia in 2008 when then–Republican presidential candidate
John McCain spoke about supporting it during its war with Russia. She told the Journal that
she �irst traveled to Georgia after graduating from school—this would appear to refer to her
undergraduate work at USC—to teach English. Later, she founded a nongovernmental
organization called the New Leaders Initiative that held events for young Georgians on
subjects related to democracy and international a�airs. Pushaw later published several op-
ed articles praising Saakashvili, and her website features an image of herself with him.

That sounds normal and respectable.

Yes. On the other hand, Pushaw said in a November 2018 interview with the English-
language news site Georgia Today that she was in the country working with NGOs—and
said expressly that she was not being paid to speak on Saakashvili’s behalf. She was, in her
own words, “not working for anyone who’s running for of�ice in Georgia or who is holding
of�ice in Georgia or any foreign country.” This would seem to contradict her LinkedIn page,
which says that beginning in January 2018, she was employed on a “contract” basis as a
campaign strategist by Saakashvili’s Georgian opposition party. [Update, June 8, 2022, at
1�10 p.m.: An attorney representing Pushaw says she has registered retroactively as having
worked as a foreign agent on Saakasvhili’s behalf. According to the attorney, Pushaw
“began her work in 2018 as a volunteer” but was “ultimately paid $25,000 over the course of
two years.”]

The page further says that from June 2017 to July 2019 she worked full time in Washington
for an advocacy network that the Tampa Bay Times and Miami Herald’s joint Tallahassee
news bureau—citing a copy of her résumé that was obtained through a public records
request—identi�ied as the Koch-backed Stand Together organization.

This in turn contradicts a tweet she sent this February in which she wrote, “From 2018 to
2020, I spent most of my time in foreign countries.” The Florida governor’s of�ice
respectfully declined a request to clarify this timeline, and Stand Together did not respond
to multiple requests for comment.

How did she get from Georgia, but not the Georgia that’s next to Florida, to Florida?
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According to LinkedIn, Pushaw’s work with Saakashvili’s party ended in November 2020.
She then seems to have punched her ticket to Tallahassee by engaging in a scorched-earth
Twitter beef with one of Ron DeSantis’ more well-known liberal critics, who has her own, uh,
novelistic backstory.

Speci�ically, Pushaw wrote an article for the conservative publication Human Events in
February 2021 that attacked the credibility of a former Florida Department of Health
employee named Rebekah Jones, who had become a COVID whistleblower. The biography
attached to the Human Events piece identi�ies Pushaw as “an international political
consultant and writer based in Washington, DC.”

Rebekah Jones—I vaguely recall that name.

Jones specialized in data mapping and helped operate Florida’s COVID dashboard when the
pandemic began. She was �ired in May 2020 for what the state said was insubordination‚
but what she said was retaliation for her refusal to help manipulate data in a way that
would justify the DeSantis administration’s decision to quickly “reopen” public spaces
across the state.

After being �ired, she went very public with her accusation, becoming a liberal-hero Twitter
personality who criticized DeSantis in frequent TV interviews. (Jones’ own site
documents dozens of appearances on MSNBC, CNN, and more.) She launched her own,
purportedly more accurate Florida COVID dashboard, raised hundreds of thousands of
dollars on GoFundMe, and announced a run for Congress against Republican Rep. Matt
Gaetz.

At some point after Jones became a public �igure—and for reasons that I’ll explain in a
second, it’s dif�icult to tell exactly when—Pushaw became convinced that Jones was a fraud
and launched a very active online campaign against her. One of its manifestations was the
Human Events article, which led to Pushaw’s job with DeSantis.

What do you mean by “very active” online campaign?

Pushaw is an aggressive Twitter user. On an indicative day this month, she posted on the
site 83 times—a mix of original comments, retweets of conservative media �igures and
outlets, and replies to other right-wing users. Unfortunately for the historical record, she
appears to have deleted all her tweets from the time before she was hired in Florida, which
was in May 2021. But a document that Jones posted online appears to show, for example,
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that at one point Pushaw wrote at least 63 derisive Jones-related tweets over a four-day
period alone (from April 7 to April 10, 2021).

How derisive are we talking here?

In the tweets available via the document Jones posted and the snapshot of Pushaw’s April
7, 2021, timeline that the Wayback Machine happens to have saved, Pushaw accused Jones
of “grifting” and “lying”; argued that Jones was “Fatal Attraction–level obsessed” with her;
retweeted another user calling Jones “crazy”; referred to Jones as an “unstable grifter,” a
“stalker,” and a “pathological liar”; and responded approvingly to other users who referred to
Jones as a “sociopath,” a “hot mess,” and a “shyster.” Pushaw also posted a screenshot that
appeared to show her making a stalking claim against Jones in civil court in the District of
Columbia, and urged her followers to contact authorities in both Leon County, Florida
(where Jones had previously lived), and Montgomery County, Maryland (where Jones lived
at the time), if they felt Jones was harassing them.

Again, this was all just in a period of four days. I could not �ind any record of civil or criminal
action being taken against Jones for harassment of Pushaw in any of the three jurisdictions
mentioned.

Pushaw also claimed during that period that, going forward, she would no longer be
discussing Jones online. Despite this promise, she has tweeted about Jones at least 70
times since then, including as recently as last week, when she asserted that Jones is “sad”
and “needs to get back on her meds.” (I have no reason to know whether Rebekah Jones is
or is not taking any medication.)

That’s a lot. And Ron DeSantis liked what he saw?

Pushaw’s original takedown article in Human Events was posted approvingly on Twitter by
DeSantis’ lieutenant governor, and in March 2021—according to the documents the Times
and Herald obtained—Pushaw wrote an email to someone in the Florida governor’s of�ice
touting her work on the piece and seeking employment. She was hired as press secretary in
May 2021. Records show she registered to vote in Florida in September 2021.

And what happened with Rebekah Jones? Was she vindicated?

Yes and no. An investigation the Miami Herald published in June 2021—citing emails,
material obtained through public records requests, and interviews with Florida Department
of Health employees—concluded that DeSantis’ administration was often evasive and
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misleading in its communications about COVID and its presentation of COVID data to the
public.

It also con�irmed some details of Jones’ accounts of two events that preceded her �iring.
One involved “readiness” data about local COVID trends that she had helped mock up at the
request of the governor’s of�ice while it was planning its push to reopen public spaces in
April 2020. (That push, just over a month into the pandemic, was arguably the biggest of
the attention-grabbing right-wing gestures that have helped the 43-year-old DeSantis
become a plausible 2024 presidential candidate.) The other event the reporting con�irmed
involved the removal of data from the state’s website which showed that individuals in
Florida had reported COVID symptoms two months earlier (in late 2019 and early 2020)
than had been previously known. The removal took place, emails show, in direct response to
questions about the data that had been submitted by a Herald reporter.

The state’s inspector general ruled in June 2021 that Jones met the criteria to be considered
a whistleblower; its investigation of her case appears to remain open. (The inspector
general’s of�ice referred a query about the matter to DeSantis’ of�ice, which did not respond
to a request for comment on that issue either.)

So some of her accusations about DeSantis’ regime appear to be credible.

What is the “no” part about her being vindicated, then?

Jones’ post-�iring claims about Florida’s COVID data, many of them made via Twitter, were
frequently unsupported. Among those that did not stand up to scrutiny were assertions
that she had been ordered to “delete” records of COVID deaths, that health of�icials were
removing 1,200 cases each day from the state’s totals, and that Florida had compiled more
COVID deaths than New York state. Overall, there does not appear to be any reason to think
that Florida’s top-line COVID infection and death �igures are inaccurate.

Twitter, you say. Is Rebekah Jones also a bit out there, as a social media user?

According to her own account, Jones was suspended from Twitter in June 2021 for posting
the link to the Miami Herald story—the one I described earlier that vindicated some of her
claims—several dozen times. Her account remains inactive, but in a Wayback Machine
snapshot from March 2021 she refers to Pushaw as a “stalker,” “harasser,” and “alt-right
smear campaign coordinator.”

OK.
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Also in the spring of 2021, as summarized in a National Review piece, Jones �iled for a
restraining order in Montgomery County, Maryland, against Pushaw, then �iled a second
claim alleging Pushaw had violated the �irst order by engaging in continued “online stalking
and harassment.” Per National Review’s interview with a Montgomery County prosecutor’s
of�ice public relations of�icer, though, both claims were dismissed because there was
insuf�icient evidence to justify an order.

Got it. Can we move on?

We cannot. Florida authorities have also charged Jones with accessing a state computer
system without authorization after she was terminated, allegedly to send a mass message
urging others to speak up against DeSantis. Jones denies doing so and that case is still
pending.

Is there more?

According to reporting by the Florida public broadcasting station WUFT, prior to being hired
by the state, Jones was dismissed from a Ph.D. program at Florida State University in 2019
because of behavior related to a sexual relationship she had with an undergraduate after
he’d been her student. According to the Leon County state attorney’s of�ice, she also faces
an open misdemeanor stalking charge related to the relationship. The charge, according to a
probable cause af�idavit �iled in 2019, concerns an explicit 342-page document that Jones
wrote about the relationship and posted excerpts from online. (Jones disputes the
allegations that she behaved inappropriately and is contesting the stalking charge.)

Is there more still?

According to the Louisiana State University student newspaper’s police blotter, Jones
was also criminally charged in 2016 with four counts related to an encounter with police at
LSU, where she received her master’s degree; that occurred after she refused to leave a
campus building. A personnel �ile obtained by WUFT indicates that those charges were
dropped after Jones completed a pretrial diversion program. In an email to Slate, Jones did
not respond to a request for comment about the incident.

Let’s get back to Pushaw. How has her work for DeSantis gone?

Pushaw’s M.O. as press secretary is, not surprisingly, to pursue intense online campaigns
against anyone she perceives as being hostile to herself or DeSantis. In August 2021, she
too was brie�ly suspended from Twitter; the site determined that she had violated its rules
against “abusive behavior” by sending what another outlet estimated were 200 tweets
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about an Associated Press reporter in an 18-hour period, which is an average of 11 per hour.
(Imagine thinking about anything 200 times in 18 hours! Exhausting!) The reporter’s
o�ense was writing a story about a DeSantis donor who invested in a company that made
the anti-COVID drug Regeneron, which DeSantis had spoken positively about.

In November 2021, Pushaw suggested in a tweet that the current government in Georgia
(the country) had adopted policies related to COVID testing and vaccination because of
�inancial pressure from the Rothschild & Co investment bank, which is related to the family
that features in various conspiracy theories about Jews using money to control world
events.

She later deleted the tweet, saying she denounces antisemitism and regretted “making an
uninformed and o�ensive social media post.” (She said she had been “educated about
something that was a blind spot for me” after speaking to a representative of the Anti-
Defamation League.) In January 2022, she also deleted a tweet which suggested that
a small Nazi rally in Orlando may have been staged by Democratic sta�ers attempting to
associate DeSantis with right-wing extremism.

And then … grooming?

And then grooming indeed.

Florida’s “Parental Rights in Education” bill �irst began to move through the Legislature in
January 2022, without any discussion of grooming or sexual abuse. Its sponsor in the state
house, Joe Harding, told CNN he objected to “sensationalizing this age to have all these
questions and to force so many questions on gender on these children.” Its sponsor in the
state Senate, Dennis Baxley, said he is concerned that schools are encouraging children to
identify as gay. (He has said elsewhere that he believes homosexuality is immoral.) “Why is
everybody now all about coming out when you’re in school?” he asked during a �loor debate.

Thus, the piece of legislation became known as the “don’t say gay” bill.

Some conservative pundits and legislators objected to this characterization, and
emphasized that the word “gay” did not appear in the bill. This was confusing, one might
say, given that its sponsors were open about wanting to reduce the amount of discussion of
nontraditional sexual identities in the classroom. They felt nonetheless that “don’t say gay”
was pejorative and diminished the bill’s overall intent, which was, in their view,
strengthening parents’ control of what their children hear about sexuality-related topics.
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It was in this context that a few conservative accounts with large followings, like this one
from the managing editor of the evangelical Christian satire site Babylon Bee, started
suggesting that the bill was actually about preventing grooming:

DeSantis supporting a bill to prevent the sexual grooming of kids in schools and the Left is
really, really mad about it for some reason

— Joel Berry (@JoelWBerry) February 9, 2022

DeSantis should come out swinging and call this an “anti-grooming bill” and demand that
Leftists explain why they support the pedophilic grooming of children

— Joel Berry (@JoelWBerry) February 9, 2022

The conservative Heritage Foundation said something similar in a Feb. 14 website post and
a Feb. 24 tweet:

Liberal activists are claiming that Florida's parental rights bill would harm kids. But actually, it
protects young children from sexual grooming. 
 
More from @Heritage.⬇ https://t.co/ZcN3BMTQ7O

— Heritage Action (@Heritage_Action) February 24, 2022

Pushaw follows both accounts, though it’s not possible to see whether she followed them at
the time of those posts. She and Joel Berry also follow a popular right-wing account called
Libs of TikTok that has been posting videos of teachers purportedly admitting to
“grooming” behaviors since at least December 2021.

In any case, on March 4, Pushaw took Berry’s advice:

The bill that liberals inaccurately call “Don’t Say Gay” would be more accurately described as
an Anti-Grooming Bill.

— Christina Pushaw 🐊 🇺🇸 (@ChristinaPushaw) March 4, 2022

If you’re against the Anti-Grooming Bill, you are probably a groomer or at least you don’t
denounce the grooming of 4-8 year old children. Silence is complicity. This is how it works,
Democrats, and I didn’t make the rules.
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— Christina Pushaw 🐊 🇺🇸 (@ChristinaPushaw) March 4, 2022

The accusation of grooming, which had been bubbling on right-wing Twitter, went national
after DeSantis gave it his implicit endorsement; the Disney corporation has become a
target after issuing a critical statement about the bill. (Over the weekend, far-right activist
and Florida congressional candidate Laura Loomer held a protest in Orlando at which she
taped a hand-lettered banner that read “Pedo World” to a sign outside Disney World and
posed with an individual wearing a mouse costume and a MAGA shirt who was holding a
sign that said “DeSantisland.” Classic grassroots campaign stu�!)

Do all these people really think that millions of teachers, Democrats, and corporate
entertainment creators are complicit in a long-term plan to sexually abuse minors?  

Some might. The premise overlaps with QAnon beliefs and paranoia about child traf�icking
that have existed on the right for years. Others may understand that they are being
hyperbolic. To quote an admission by right-wing writer Rod Dreher that was cited in the
Atlantic:

About the term “groomers”: it’s usually used to describe pedophiles who are preparing
innocent kids for sexual exploitation. I think it is coming to have a somewhat broader
meaning: an adult who wants to separate children from a normative sexual and gender
identity, to inspire confusion in them, and to turn them against their parents and all the
normative traditions and institutions in society. It may not speci�ically be to groom them
for sexual activity, but it is certainly to groom them to take on a sexual/gender identity at
odds with the norm.

Is this better than being an outright conspiracist? To use an extremely loaded and arguably
libelous term with the understanding that you don’t really mean what people “usually”
understand it to mean? I don’t think so.

Is there anything else?

[Deep sigh.] Yes. In the course of reporting this story, I sent an email to a Georgian journalist
who had interviewed Pushaw in 2017 and 2018. One of the questions I asked was whether
he could tell me how active her NGO was, given the possibility that it “could have just
existed on paper.” Résumé in�lation is common in the MAGA community, and the foreign
aid/development world is known to be populated by cardboard-cutout entities that are
created as part of larger in�luence campaigns, so it was, I think, a fair question.
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The Georgian journalist said the NGO did legitimate work, which is why it is described as
doing such above, but also contacted Pushaw about my query. She has since sent at least 26
tweets related to her accusation that “Slate assigned @benmathislilley to write a smear
piece about me, including the falsehood that my Georgian [non-]pro�it ‘only existed on
paper.’ ”

Needless to say, Slate did not assign such a story, nor did I ever assert to anyone as a fact
that her nonpro�it “only existed on paper.” In fact, I had already drawn the tentative
conclusion that Pushaw may be unlike many �igures in the Trump-era Republican Party in
that she appears to have both substantive expertise on a government-related topic
(international a�airs) and a willingness to sometimes admit that she has made a
statement in error (e.g., the Rothschild a�air).

Nonetheless, she appears to succeed and have in�luence in the current political
environment not because of those attributes, but because of less laudable ones—being
factually reckless, needlessly accusatory, and (in Twitter’s own words) “abusive” on social
media.

Is that it?

I hope so!



For more on the battle between Governor DeSantis and Disney over LGBTQ issues, listen to
this recent episode of What Next.
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Update 4/8/2021:

I was granted an emergency order of protection against the coordinator of the smear
campaign described below. I also reported her activity (and the activity of others as described
below) to the police, who have started an investigation into a multitude of crimes.
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Original Post:

I’ve been asked o�en: what is it like to be the subject of an alt-right conspiracy and
misinformation campaign? 
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Coordinated disinformation campaigns typically target political opposition leaders or
potential candidates of an opposing party.

As I’m no longer in Florida and thus not running for any public o�ce there this year (or in the

place I’ve moved to), it seems odd that I would become the focus of such a malicious,
Republican-led smear campaign. 

But as someone put to me the other day - DeSantis’ handling of Coronavirus will destroy his
once-hopeful campaign for president, and for a candidate now closely aligned with Trump
(and his pocketbook), that means he needs to appear to be a victim through this ordeal to

survive it.

MAGA people love nothing more than when the “mainstream media” unfairly maligns one of
their own, and the smear campaign against me is trying to rewrite history while painting
DeSantis as a victim of overzealous liberal reporters who put all of their faith into a “psycho
slut bitch.” 

Of course I’m hardly the only problem DeSantis will have to deal with once confronted with

his mishandling of COVID-19; corruption with his pay-for-play and failed vaccine roll-out
may very well land him in a jail cell. 

Still, I’m an easy target. And a good distraction. A�er all, I’m not a politician. I do not have the
power of institutions behind me the way traditional opponents do. I’m just ‘a girl with a laptop,’
scientist, and activist for data access and transparency.

Before I was even out of COVID-19 isolation in Tallahassee this past January, one of the most
far-right / alt-right conservative media outlets, “Human Events,” began working to poison the
reputation I had built on being honest and committed to the science and data.

A�er all, both my relative political positions and my level of popularity shi�ed a�er the
Governor sent state police to raid my home and point guns at my children. They had to. I was

no longer just trying to get through the pandemic like everyone else while reporting on it
along the way. I was a symbol now, “a stand-in for oppressed scienti�c voices everywhere,”
said Jason Salemi, epidemiologist in Florida (he also had to quit twitter a�er the alt-right
would not stop harassing him online about me). 

That shi� opened up the opportunity to paint me as a political �gure, rather than a scientist
just trying to do her job in the face of political intimidation. As much as the Governor tried to
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convince people I wasn’t a scientist (because of my advanced science degrees, no less), no one
bought it. But political �gure was more feasible, so they jumped on that. 

I wasn’t even home for a full two-weeks when someone told me an alt-right blog resuscitated

by a leading Brietbart editor published an attempted hit piece on me. The site was called
“Human Events.” I brushed it o�, assuming no one would put much stock in a Brietbart
spino� as ridiculously named as “Human Events.” 

From a Washington Post interview with Kassam, the new editor of the site:

“‘Feisty MAGA types,’ he says, should prepare their applications for the new Human

Events.” 

The author of the referenced post about me and the rewriting of Florida’s COVID-19 history
was Christina Pushaw, who seemingly had deep connections to Russia, and advertised herself
as a “conservative communications specialist.” So here was someone not even trying to pretend
to be a reporter, with ties to Russia, on a blog called “human events,” run by a Brietbart alum. 

I read maybe the �rst two graphs, realized it was junk, and forgot about it. 

Apparently not everyone else did. 
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Florida Lt. Governor Jeanette Nunez almost immediately blasted the fake story on her Twitter,
attacking me as “not a whistleblower” (though I �led a whistleblower complaint-the literal
de�nition of a whistleblower) and trying to intimidate me through her o�cial government

Twitter account. It’s pretty risky to publicly attack a witness against the state (in multiple,
ongoing investigations by several state and federal agencies), but that’s her gamble to make.  

Pushaw’s smut piece in early February (which only “sourced” other alt-right blogs and a UK
tabloid smear piece from nearly a year ago) attempted to defame me and disparage those who
support science and truth, and also coincided with the creation of several new Twitter
accounts using my name, photos, and location popping up on Twitter.

Some of those accounts were: @Insubordinates8 (suspended), @Gri�erJones (suspended),
@Gri�erGeo, @GeoGri�er, @GeoJones…..

You get the idea. 
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The accounts began posting defamatory tweets on any tweet, post or article I was mentioned
in, seemingly 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. They only really ever retweeted each other,
creating a small, but active circle of what they saw as damning correspondence.

They linked to Pushaw’s article on loop (shameless self-promotion), and a website she created
that served as a gut-punch to anyone who wanted to know more about me, twisting a blog
post I wrote for a women survivors of dating violence group about how I was sexually,
physically and emotionally abused during a relationship I was in back in college — all to
create the image of “psycho slut bitch.”

I paid no mind because things were going well for me. And who the hell really cares what
some alt-right blog poster who self-advertises as a conservatize trash-writer thinks?

I was moving forward with several projects at the time; the COVID-19 Data Hero Awards,
pro�le pieces with several media outlets, my book, juggling multiple event invitations, and a
very big project I can’t say too much about just yet.

But then Pushaw began directing her very small group of diligent harassers to the organizers

of an event I was invited to speak at in February (the IRE NICAR annual event for members of
the media to learn about data reporting by governments), instigating so much controversy that
the event organizers backed away, claiming they were worried about uncontrollable attendees.
I said enough.

I worked with a friend on a plan to try to �nd out who was behind the accounts. I was o�ered

assistance from several professionals who had experience in tracing down the sources of
misinformation campaigns from Trump-era Russian propaganda mills.  

We started with a list of potential psychopaths who would willingly partake in such an
organized harassment campaign.

At �rst, my best guess as to who was behind it was serial sexual harasser Rebel Cole, whom I

�led a police report against last fall for continued and unabated cyber harassment, including
posting sexual content about me and my relationships. I was told by the campus police at FAU
that “FAU legal” was going to “handle it” at the university level, though I only heard from the
University once about it. His multiple accounts have been suspended because he shares
election conspiracy theories, anti-science COVID-19 propaganda, and, well, he harasses
women. 



My abusive ex-boyfriend from college who is now synonymous with gaslighting and emotional
manipulation came to mind, though he seems to want to hide from any press that might shine
a light on how he treated me.

Any of the various corrupt o�cials at the Department of Health (their actions laid out in my
whistleblower complaint and investigated by every news outlet on the planet).

And maybe Marc Caputo, who’s lied in the past about statements I’ve made, attempted to
undermine my friendships by degrading me during interviews he’s supposed to be doing for
his job, and in general seems to have a stick up his ass a�er I called out his sexism on Twitter

(checks calendar) four-and-a-half months ago.

My friends rightfully pointed out that I had no shortage of enemies with an incentive to lie
and try to hurt me. That’s a sad and strange reality. To have made enemies by existing,
through your job of reporting information to the public, and trying to help people navigate the
worst pandemic in 100 years.

The state was the most obvious culprit in the minds of my newly-formed investigative team,

but I thought it would be far too stupid of Ron DeSantis to have any direct role in a
coordinated smear campaign against a whistleblower. They disagreed. 

While part of my team worked on tracing registrations of Twitter accounts, email addresses,
and website domains, I worked with a friend on developing insight into the psyche of whoever
was behind the accounts. We reached out to the owner of the harassing and defamatory

wordpress account claiming to have “info,” and received an email from one
Tina287@protonmail.ch. 

My team con�rmed that “Tina’s” email was the same email registered to the
@Insubordinates8 account that had led the stalking and harassment campaigns online for
nearly two months. And “Tina” herself claimed ownership of the website and the Twitter

account, though she claimed “several of us” ran the Twitter page.

In her �rst set of emails, “Tina” said she was “committed to taking down RJ,” referring to me
by my initials. She also said “we need to �nd a way to get the AAG to cancel her event.” So the
account holder’s public façade of just (obsessively, psychotically) trying to “report the truth”
was in fact a vendetta set on taking me down (in her words) and destroying my career. 
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My friend claimed to “Tina” that he had information on me, but a�er several emails of not
providing anything of substance, and a few weird questions about rumors I had never heard
before, we decided to throw out some bait - see who would end up with the information and
when.

I had been harassed online for months by people claiming they knew of an a�air I allegedly
had with Governor DeSantis. I was asked about the rumors by journalists in February. It was
one of the most ridiculous things ever suggested, and I have no idea where it originated. 
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Knowing Pushaw’s group would likely go for the sensationalism of such a story but never run
with it (since they are, a�er all, paid by Trump associates and have a vested interest in
promoting (not harming) DeSantis), we threw a bone. Our intel was about that story, but we

didn’t provide any details right away, wanting to see how she would respond.

Before revealing any information, Pushaw was already teeing up her followers for mass
hysteria. She immediately posted this, getting all of two “likes.”
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So we now had con�rmation, both through the email-to-tweet chain of events about the intel
and through “Tina’s” own admission, that the person we were speaking to was behind the
harassment and smear campaign.

The day a�er our fake account provided no real intel, Pushaw seemed to get antsy and instead
decided to start another governor a�air rumor instead (we continued to string her along, using
every message to analyze language style, grammar, tone, run analytics when she emailed from
a desktop vs. mobile, etc).

Using a photograph taken at a joint Syracuse University - State of New York conference on
bolstering upstate New York’s economy taken in 2011, Pushaw implied that I had connections

and personal relations with New York Governor Andrew Cuomo. She even circled my face in
the crowd, where I was seated several rows behind the Governor, as proof, and placed next to
the picture a quote from one of the women who has now come forward about sexual
aggression she experienced while working for Cuomo.
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She got 13 likes, two retweets, and even a comment from @session_sue, who thought it was

“good.”
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I shook Andrew Cuomo’s hand for �ve seconds and made an awkward comment about how I
expected green infrastructure to be funded in the economic stimulus plan. That was the extent
of our interaction.

But being masters of disinformation, they knew the mere suggestion of an a�air with Cuomo
would send tin-foil hats spinning about what must have been a conspiracy from the start  -
a�er all, the �rst interview I did was with the Governor’s brother, Chris Cuomo. Proof, in
their minds, of a decades-long plan against Governor DeSantis. Crazy and desperate, right?

On the very same day, increasingly frustrated that my reputation wasn’t torn into shatters

a�er their *very* committed e�orts, the editor of the The Washington Examiner, Jay Caruso,
began tweeting �agrantly false statements that were identical to the language and style of the
fake accounts online:

One could argue that calling someone a fraud, liar or gri�er is covered under the First
Amendment.

But defamatory statements of fact -  facts like a person’s criminal record that an industry
professional such as Jay Caruso would know how to verify - are not protected by the First
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Amendment. I have never been convicted of any crime at any time in any state ever. Period.
Fact. He has been corrected by others, as well, but has yet to retract his statement or delete his
comment and apologize. 

So the frustration over not getting real intel was boiling over for an ever-increasingly
connected network of alt-right bloggers and media types. 

The continued exploitation of both my story about being assaulted in college and their
suggestion that I had sexual relationships with multiple governors only sought to reinforce
their “psycho slut bitch” narrative. Because, God forbid, any woman speaks out against a male,

Republican politician. It can’t be the truth - it must mean she’s a psycho slut bitch.

A�er we got the information we needed to tie Pushaw to the accounts (including who
registered the Twitter, email and website accounts), we shut down the sting operation. We
gave her a few details that would help us trace the speci�c round of rumors related to the
Desantis a�air saga if they ever surfaced, giving us an idea of how close each agent was to the
source.

Forgetting about the ordeal and handing everything over to better authorities to deal with, I
moved on.

And I had a really great week a�er that.

I was even named Whistleblower of the Year on March 9, and a feature/pro�le about the
Governor’s attacks on my home and family in Cosmopolitan came out two days later, which

really set the right ablaze. They had failed at every turn.

Pushaw must not have appreciated that, because she then created the fake email account
“womenofcourageawards@gmail.com” and emailed me on March 17 in an attempt to get my
IP address and connect it with the sting account we used to connect her to the fake websites
and stalker accounts online. (Yes, it’s starting to get complicated)

Now, knowing a bit about those particular awards, and how they had already been awarded for
2021 the previous week and were hosted by the U.S. State Department, and that I’m nowhere
near the caliber of person that is or should be included in that group, I immediately forwarded
it to my lawyers and a few members of the press as we continued to build the case against her
and her associates.
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Sure enough, the links to the award name and the “click here” link in the email text went to a
page created on the stalker’s fake website that stated only, “Hello Rebekah.”

So the person sending it had to be one of the people with editing control of the fake website to

create this custom page that only those with the link could access, who, per “Tina,” was also in
charge of the stalker Twitter account. I sent over the email and all its meta for investigation to
my tech-savvy friends. 

She was �shing for my IP address, trying to connect me to the account that had set them up a
few weeks prior, leading them on for days with nothing to show for it. But what I got from her

in this exchange was much more important. 

Once @Insubordinates8 was permanently banned from Twitter March 18-19, Pushaw decided
to make her own Twitter account (@CMCPushaw) public so that she herself could harass,
stalk and defame me on Twitter. She even went through the trouble of attending one of my
events, tweeting live (out of context, of course) throughout the show. 

Still frustrated that all of her e�orts were failing, she still wasn’t picking up followers or
getting any real response, and she had failed to harm my reputation and career, and so on, she
decided to risk emailing me herself.

I received three emails from her on March 21, each more sensational and crazy than the last. I
didn’t bother replying, or even really reading them in full until writing this, which must have

pissed her o�. 
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In it, she claimed to have received “forwarded emails” from the sting account we set up,
claiming the account received “fabricated evidence.” I couldn’t help but laugh at that part. 

Some of her ridiculous questions included:

“You have said on the record that you’ve never met Governor DeSantis. Do you still
maintain that you’ve never met him?”

“What did you report Rebel Cole and Jon Taylor to FAUPD for? Can you send me the police
report you made? Did FAUPD ever follow up with you? What is the evidence that either of
them sexually harassed you?”

“Are you “InsubordinateLady” on Reddit?”

“Why do you have some Tweets on your o�cial account that refer to yourself in the third
person as “Bekka”?”

The obsession with Rebel Cole, and his graduate student who also harassed me for a time (Jon
Taylor), still makes me believe that he is involved with this harassment campaign somehow. I
also posted the University’s response, the interactions with FAU police, and all of the tweets

Cole targeted me with when all of that happened last year. He is a delusional, conspiracy-
prone racist, sexist, transphobic, old white man, which makes him prime pickins for Pushaw
and her cause. 

My Reddit username is DataJustice, and I’ve only ever used it twice, I think. Not a big
Redditor. And, as I have stated a million times, I never really used Twitter before everything

happened, and turned my account over to someone who really wanted to �ght back against
disinformation while I was still trying to hide from the press. 

A real reporter would have been able to �gure all this out. Later that day, with the de�nitive
evidence from the email she sent, I called her out on all this on Twitter, using the evidence
from all of these accounts and interactions. She had the nerve to email me and ask why I was

“directing targeted harassment” at her.

Although “Tina” (aka Pushaw) claimed the accounts were run by “a few people in addition to
me who help with it BTW,” only one account holder was responsible for the majority of the
harassment and stalking, and it was directly connected to her.  



Before the account was suspended, @Insubordinates8 was registered to “Tina’s” email
address, who we discovered to be Pushaw, and a phone number ending in  ##72, as was one of
the other fake Geo/whatever accounts. 

Unlike these assholes, I don’t want to ruin their lives. I just feel I’m entitled to be free of
psychotic, obsessive online stalkers who harass me, my followers and anyone who mentions
me, on behalf of a Governor whom I’m currently a witness against in several state and federal
investigations. So I won’t release their full phone numbers here. 

It’s easy to convince people of lies they already want to believe in, or to capitalize on the

conspiracy-prone tendencies of anonymous, alt-right trolls on Twitter. So Pushaw has a
handful of “helper accounts” that we haven’t fully investigated yet, meaning some of them may
even belong to her.

@MaxNordau is an older account, but his recently-created @Truthbirb account are both
registered to the same email address and phone number (ending in ##11). Geogri�er was
registered to a phone number ending in ##74, also the same as one of the other fake accounts. 

It’s been unrelenting harassment for two months. A sketchy blog with an outlandish and
completely invented version of events, followed by targeted harassment on Twitter that
Twitter itself has been shockingly slow to address, even as those posts and messages became
more aggressive and threatening in nature. Finding out who’s behind it feels almost like a
relief.

So what is like to be the subject of an alt-right conspiracy and misinformation campaign? 

It’s not fun. Sometimes you feel powerless, other times you want to just reach out and ask
them why they’re doing it. Why attack someone like this? Why spend all of your time and
energy on trying to tear someone down just for trying to do what’s right and save lives? How
much do you actually get paid to do it? Is that amount of money worth your soul? Does it ease

your conscience when you go to bed each night? What happens to you and your job now that
you’ve failed to achieve their objective?

But then you realize that you don’t have to just take it. You can �ght back, “unmask” your
attackers, and track down who’s behind it and expose them. 

A new acquaintance of mine recently published an article about why he regrets not going a�er
the alt-right media disinformation campaigns who defamed and threatened him, all while he



risked everything to tell the truth. It hit home. I asked him if it was too late for me to act. And
I was reminded of my own words… It’s never too late to do the right thing.
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A strikingly happy yet sad day
During my Keynote at the American Association of Geographer's annual
meeting, I was in court getting an extended restraining order against a GOP
stalker

Rebekah Jones
Apr 9, 2021

5

When I was invited to give a keynote address at the American Association of Geographer’s
(AAG) annual meeting, I nearly cried.

Even at the height of my imagined-would-be-future-career, I never imagined myself being invited
to give such a talk.

I want to continue working in climate and disaster research, and maybe secretly hoped some

day I would be respected and accomplished enough to be invited as an AAG special event
speaker, but that was something 15-30 years in the future, I thought.

I suggested a panel at �rst, somewhat afraid I couldn’t live up to the standards that other
presenters would bring - like the two other keynote addresses this year by best-selling author
Naomi Klein and geologist/astronaut/NOAA scientist/all-around-superhero-rockstar Kathy

Sullivan.

I have been a member of the AAG since I was an undergraduate at Syracuse. I’ve won some of
the AAG’s highest honors for my graduate research and science communication - including
the Gilbert White Award for Best Thesis, and awards for best graduate poster/presentation at
regional and national meetings. Needless to say, the AAG was a major part of my academic
life.

This was the honor of my career.

As soon as the AAG began advertising the event, the woman who had been stalking, harassing
and smearing me for months, Christina Pushaw, used her multitude of fake accounts to target
the AAG, its members, its sponsors — anyone connected with the event.
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She harassed and stalked the Executive Director, tagging and messaging them repeatedly until
they had to block the accounts. She harassed and threatened the event organizers and
members; she released the personal contact information of the event sponsors; she started an

online stalking and harassment campaign to try to get them to cancel the event.

She admitted that was her goal in an email she sent through one of her aliases on March 5 (all
of this was thoroughly documented in a previous post here). She said she was “dedicated to
taking down RJ,” referring to me by my initials.

https://rebekahjones.substack.com/p/unmasking-the-culprits-of-the-misinformation


The AAG refused to acknowledge her a�er she started calling, messaging and harassing
members of the organization. She encouraged others online, likely some of them other aliases
of hers, to harass the AAG, as well.
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I’ll repeat again that I’ve never been convicted of any crime, in any state, at any point in time
ever. Period. Full stop. That doesn’t stop them from making those claims, however defamatory
they may be.

Despite Pushaw’s relentless harassment and stalking of AAG executives and sponsors, the
AAG stood by me. Academic communities do not abandon their scientists because of smear
campaigns by GQP “consultants.”

We did, however, have to take extra security precautions to protect the AAG sta�, and
switched to a di�erent format to prevent the continued abuse of the event. We had to nix the

live Q&A to prevent her from hijacking the event and harassing the attendees.
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Note: I donated my speaking fee to an AAG scholarship program for women in STEM majors at
community colleges, the Darrel Hess award.

Pushaw even went on to start this bizarre conspiracy that a survey to gather questions to work
into the presentation, as discussed with Gary in the email above, was somehow nefarious. She

posted how I created the survey myself as if that somehow revealed some grand conspiracy. Of
course this was shared by one of her alias accounts/accomplices, @MaxNordau, who has been
posting obsessively about me for months.
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Note: The “site” (survey) did not come down. It’s still up, actually. I spoke with the AAG
organizer’s about it (again) and they were totally �ne with me soliciting questions through an
online form, though of course several people submitted abusive messages to it and further

harassed the AAG for this really unhinged “conspiracy” thread by Pushaw and “Max.”

We mostly ignored them. I was actually unaware that this was even one of her conspiracies
until today.

The AAG and I continued working for weeks to develop the materials to put together the
presentation, sans live Q&A. I asked other experts to contribute, like Dr. Michael Mann,
climatologist at Penn State University. We incorporated mixed media, and prepped the

presentation for its scheduled time at 9:25 AM EDT, Friday, April 9, 2021.

Two days before the presentation, however, I found out that Pushaw had somehow learned of
my home address, and claimed online she lived “just miles away.”
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She attempted (and failed) to get a no-contact order from a court in D.C., who reviewed her
sworn statement and did not grant the request. Instead, they scheduled it for a hearing… in six
months. She later tried to claim it was granted online and that I was “banned from messaging”

her online. That’s false. But funny enough — I’ve never messaged her, I’ve never responded to
her many threatening and harassing emails, and I’ve never engaged with her on any level,
unless she was using an alias or fake account pretending to be someone else.

A�er reading the document she actually submitted and sharing it with my legal advisors and
other journalists to con�rm that I was not missing something in her deranged letter, they

agreed with me that action needed to be taken to protect my safety and the safety of my family.

So I immediately �led and was granted an emergency order of protection by the Montgomery
County Commissioner’s o�ce, which required I appear in court to provide evidence of why
the emergency order should be extended in two days.

At 9:00 AM.

Friday.

April 9, 2021.

At the same time as my keynote.



So this morning, I attended my own keynote in a courtroom while I waited to present the
stack of evidence against this increasingly unhinged woman.

I was fortunate to be able to go early, and I provided a thorough history of this woman’s
stalking, harassment, defamation campaign against me, gave the records to the judge (of
which there were many), and he granted the order.
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She didn’t even show up to the hearing to defend herself.

There’s also an order out for her arrest for violating the emergency order issued against her
earlier in the week by publicly threatening me online, continuing to stalk and harass me,

harassing associates of mine (she told Chris Cuomo he “created a monster”), and attacking me
for reporting her to the police for her multitude of crimes.
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She’s a wanted criminal, has been found by Maryland Courts twice to have stalked and

harassed me repeatedly online, and continued to lash out a�er getting the �rst restraining
order.

She tried to dox me online (again) by telling people what police district I lived in, and
encouraging people to make false police reports against me. And she did all of this a�er I
reported her to police and received a restraining order against her.
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And I had to do my keynote in a courtroom to protect myself from her.
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The AAG event still managed to go on without a hitch, was widely shared and well-received,
and my life will go on.

But that I was deprived of this moment, or that it was even tainted by the criminal activity of a

conservative “media strategist” who has repeatedly tried and failed to destroy me, my
reputation and my success, is so terribly unfair, and yet another injustice I’ve had to deal with
this year because of Florida politicians and o�cials.

Perhaps now she can control herself and stop stalking and harassing me. Hopefully she will
turn herself in, as I was forced to do while fever-sick with COVID-19 for a crime I didn’t even

commit.

These types of people tend to escalate, though, and her failure to do the job she was paid to do
in getting the AAG to cancel my event (failed) and to “take down RJ” (failed), she’s likely
ostracized herself from her own radical wing of alt-right groups.

That makes her a danger to me and my family. I am glad the court saw that.

That Pushaw spends her time peddling conspiracies online about how the entire medical

establishment, the entire media establishment, scientists from across the country and I are all
part of some insane coordinated e�ort to destroy Ron DeSantis is a testament to the state of
her mental health. Ron DeSantis is destroying himself without anyone else’s help, though
recently with some aid from pedophile Matt Geatz.
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